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PREFACE

Considerable encouragement has been expressed to vocational

educators to be innovative and creative in their efforts to pro-

vide the kinds of education needed in the years ahead. This

pcoject is one of a number of similar attempts on the part of the

profession. The cluster concept, as envisioned in this study,

is designed to prepare the individual for entry level capability

in a cluster of related occupations. The concept is aimed at the

development of skills and understandings related to a number of

allied fields as well as the specific job entry requirements.

The project was initiated for the purpose of making a study

of the ckuster concept as a form of 'vocational education at the

secondary school level. The initial phase of the research waa

aimed at determining the acceptability and feasibility of the

cluster concept approach as well as identifying certain occu-

pational clusters. The final phase was directed toward develop-

ing a series of course outlines for the selected clusters. The

cluster concept was not an attempt to establish a national, region-

al, or local program for vocational education. It was strictly

a research effort aimed at the three aspects identified above.

The final report of the project is presented in four volumes.

The first volume is a three ,,part rePort. The first section pre-

sents the research procedures and results concerning the appropri-

ateness of the cluster concept. The second section presents the

research procedures and results concerning the identification of

occupeticriel clusters. The third section presents the research

p



procedures used to develop the course outlines for the identified

occupational clusters.

The other three volumes present the results of the project

for each of the following occupational clusters: construction,

electro-mechanical installation and repair, and metal forming and

fabrication. Y&ach of these volumes is divided into five sections.

The first section presents the tasks identified for job entry in-

to the occupations included in the specific clusters. The second

section includes the analysis of the tasks, or worker activities,

with respect to the areas of human requirement needed to perform

the tasks. An instructional sequence example for each task is

provided in the third section. The fourth section presents the

common areas of human requirement for the cluster and the last

section presents the coup: se outlines for the occupational cluster.

The research was performed by a research team under the di-

rection of Dr. Donald Maley Professor and Head of The Industrial

Education Department at The University of Maryland. The project

was coordinated by Nevin R. Frantz, Jr. In addition to the re-

search team, many other individuals (see Appendix D) contributed

significantly to the project in a variety of ways. Their efforts

on behalf of the project'- are gratefully acknowledged.
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ACTIVITIES OF THE PROJECT

The following is a listing of activities engaged in by the

research personnel:

1. The project was iniated with the development of a
brochure which was used to describe the project
and its objectives.

2. A series of visual aids were produced and used in
conjunction with the interviews and the communica-
tion of the basic ideas in the study.

3. Slides were made of the visual aids and were used
in presenting the cluster concept approach to the
groups who expressed an interest in the project.

4. A series of ten pilot interviews were held with
individuals representing education, labor, and
industry to determine the procedures and techni-
ques to be utilized in the interview-survey phase
of the research.

5. A group of fifty individuals were contacted by
letter and thirty-one of the fifty initially con-
tacted were then interviewed to determine the ac-
ceptability and feasibility of the cluster concept
program.

6. Weekly seminars and discussion groups were held to
clarify the direction Of the project and develop
procedures for accomplishing special objectives.
During many of these meetings, guests and consul-
tants were invited from the Industrial Education
Department at the University of Maryland, The De-
partment of Labor, The Maryland State Department
of Education and the College of Education at the
University of Maryland.

7. A series of visits to approximately fifty manufac-
turing plants, construction sites, repair service
businesses and labor union headquarters, were made
by members of the project team in order to obtain
information about occupational requirements.

8. A conference involving a total of thirty people
representing management and labor was held to de-
termine tasks ,that are required for successful
entry into an occupation.

viii



9. A collection of over four hundred pieces, of liter-
ature in the areas of manpawer, employment, curri-
culum, job analysis, and skill requirements has
been obtained and catalogued by the, research team.

10. ApproXimately two hundred and fifty courses of
study have been purchased from all sections of
the country.,

11. A library of approximately fifty textbooks have
been donated to the project by publishing com-
panies contacted by the research team.

12. The project was formally presented by the prin-
cipal-ihvestigator, project coordinator, and re-
search assistants to the following groups:

(1)
(2)

(3)
(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

Education classes at the .University of Maryland
Cecil County. Economic Development Commission
Prince Georges County Kiwanis Club
Conference held with representatives from labor
and management at the University of. Maryland for
the purpose of identifying job entry tasks
Research Conference on Vocational-Technical
Education held at the University of Wisconsin
Annual meeting of. the Maryland Vocational As-
lociation
U. S. Army personnel located at the Aberdeen
Proving.Ground

13. A mailiw li-st of over 300 individuals has been dev-
eloped. Many of these individuals have expressed an
interest in keeping abreast of any developments and
information produced_by the cluster concept research
project.
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ABSTRACT OF THE PROJECT

.1

The following is a brief summary of the "CIaster, Concept"

project following the outline as. Suggested by the U. S. Office

of Education for such projects:

Grant Number: OE 685-023,

Title: An Investigation and Development of the Cluster Concept
as a Program in Vocational Education at the Secondary
School Level

Princi it Investicator: Dr. Donald Maley

Institution: Industrial Education Department.
University of Maryland
College Park, Maryland

Duration: September 1, 1966 to August 31, 1967

Objectives and Procedures: The following objectives and research

procedures were identified for investigating and developing the

cluster concept as a program in vocational education at the sec-

ondary school level.

OBJECTIVE A. An investi ation was made to determine
the apssonriateness of the cluster concept as.a_p_ro-
am in vocational education at the secondary school

level.

The following procedures were utilized:

1. An extensive search was made of the liter-
ature in the areas of education, labor, ec-
onomics; and industry to obtain an indica-
tion of the need for a cluster concept pro-
gram

A series of interviews with individuals re-
presenting industry, education, and labor
was conducted in order to obtain an indica-
tion of the acceptability and feasibility
of a cluster concept program.
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3. A continuous dialogue was carried on through-
ouc the, year between the research team and
persons from labor, business, industry, and
education in an attempt to obtain perspectiveand as broad a reaction as possible.

4. An analysis was made of the data obtained from
the interviews and the review of literature to
determine the need, acceptability, and feasi-
bility of the cluster concept.

OBJECTIVE 'B. investigAtion Tas.made to identify
occupational\ clusters and the saecifi.ons_In each clust r that will be suita1219.12r.aawsex
nce t proara in vocational education at the' sec-ndasy_gsLiool level.

1. A review\and evaluation of research in the
area of occupational grouping was conducted
to determi e possible applications for the
project.

2. A method of 'research, based upon a sampling
technique proposed by Altman and Gagne of -the
American Institutes for Resaarch, was develop-
ed to determine occupational clusters.

a. 'A' list of\criteria were prepared to
use in selecting occupational clus-
ters and si cific occupations within
the cluster

, b. A group of po sible occupational clus-
ters was deve oped and several clusters
were selected from the group for further
analysis.

A number of ,possible occupations were
developed for each cluster and those
occupations meeting the established
criteria were selected for further an-
alysis.

3 QE ...three occupational -.clusters with
their respective selected occupations was
identified for further .analysis,.

; , .,.

2t-At* ;A-
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OBJECTIVE C. atio d _felop aitikumiarL= ts-

aram in vocational educati e condar'v school
eve

A review of*. research was cbnducted to 'deter:-
mine methods of, analyzing the selected occu-
pationi in 'order' tO identify' the common 'areas
of human requirement needed for .each occupa-
't fonal

A: method based 'upon a procedure proposed by
Smith of the Human Resources Research Office,
was developed to analyte each occupation, in
the cluster.

A list Of tasks was developed for
each occupation through 'a review of
training manuals, courses of study,
'textbooks and interviews With repre-
Sentatives from each occupation.

A task identification inventory -was
developed and ,submitted to a grouiii
of indiViduals representing the se-
lected occupations in order to de-
termine job entry te.sks.

c. The identified job entry tasks were
analyzed to determine the areas of
,human requirement (skills, mathema-
tics, measurement, science, communi-
cation, and information) needed to
successfully perform the tasks.

3.. An analysis' technique, based, on a study by
Miller and Polley, was used to identify the
common areas of human requirement within each
occupational cluster.

a. The areas of human requirement were
examined- to determin e! the coMmonali-
ties that existed among the occupa-
'tions within the ''cluster.

b,. JUdgentents were. itade by project person-
nel. to select the common areas of human
requirement reqdired'fOr: performance ;of
the occupations within the occupational
clUitere.

4. A course of study for each 'occupational family
was-developed from the identified common areas
of 'Taman requirement and task analysis.

xii



Results. and ,gonciusions: The results and conclusions with re-

spect to appropriateness of the cluster concept include

the following areas (1) the need for a cluster concept pro-

gram, (2) the acceptability of a cluster concept program, and

(3) the feasibility of a cluster concept program.

The review of literature in the areas of education, labor,

economics, and industry.

the Cluster Concept Program:

has established the Snowing needs for

1 There is a need to provide students with a
greater degree of mobility on a geographi-
cal basis.

There is a need to provide students with
mobility, for jobs within an industry or
occupation.

riere is a need to develop students who will
be able to adapt to technological change.

4. There is a need to provide Students with
greater flexibility in occupational choice
patterns.

A series of interviews with individuals representing indus-

try, education and labor was conducted in order to obtain an

indication of the acceptability and feasibility of a cluster

concept program. X group of fifty persons, including person-

nel managers, training directors, county superintendents of

schools, y industrial education supervisors,, union presi-
dents and business managers, were contacted for an interview.

A response was obtained. from thirty-seven individuals repre-
,

senting seventy-four percent of the total contacted. Thirty



representing sixty-two percent of the total ntunber of. 4

duals contacted.

From the total of thirty-one persons interviewed, twenty-

nine individuals representing ninety-four percent of the to-

tal interviewed, indicated the .program was acceptable. Accept-

ability was defined'ai'an interviewee` being in falior of the

cluster concept as' a program in-Vocational eduCation on' the

seconda.ry school. level...

The geperal reaction. from the individuals interviewed in-

dicated that, students with a clus,ter 'concept background would

be excellent potential employees and would be less difficult

to train because of their broad, fundamental background. A

desire for employees to obtain a "good attitude" toward their

job appeared to be the most important concern of management.

The opportunity for students to become acquainted with the re

quirements of several occupations 'we's cOnsidered by management

to play an important role in the ,formation of proper. attitudes.

A total , of, Venty-five persons, representing. eighty-one

percent of the number interviewed, indicated that the cluster

concept as a Rrograntirkvocational education on the secondary

school level was feasibile. Feasibility was defined as an in-
--

fterviewee indicating- the cluster. concept, program is capable of

being implemented
'

successfully.
The general reaction. m the individuals interviewed in-'

dicated that, the cluster concept was feasible and could be im

plemented in the secondary schools with little difficulty.



Representatives from labor and industry indicated that students

with a Cluster concept background could obtain employment and

would be able to advance and specialize through on- the -job train-

ing and apprentice programs.

The development of occupational clusters with their speci-

fic occupations was initiated by analyzing the results of previ-

ous studies in the areas of occupational classification. After

reviewing several occupational classification systems, thecon-

clusioh was reacheq that the occupational clusters and their

specific occupations could best be developed from a list of cri-

teria. The following criteria were established for the purpose

of identifying occupational clusters and their specific occupa-

tions.

The occupational cluster should:

I Be in the area of vocational industrial Ow"
cation.

Include occupations that are related on the
basis of similar prodesses, materials,, and
products

3. Be broad enough to include occupations with
a wide' Variety of skills and knowledge.

Involve occupations that require not more
than ,a education and/or
years beyond high school.

Provide;the opportunity for mobility on a
geograp car and OCcupatianat-baititi:-



The occupations in each cluster must have:

1 A favorable employment, outlook.

2. The, instructional capability of being imple-
mented in a secondary school program.

3. Opportunity for job entry upon graduation
from high 'school.

4. Numerous skills and knowledge providing an
opportunity for the identification of com-
monalities with other occUpations.

5. Opportunities for advancement through fur-
ther schooling onthe-job'triining: or ap-
prentice ,programs.

As a result of applying the criteria to a group of possible
.

occupational families and specific occupations within the group-

ingst the following clusters with their respective occupations

were established:

Elect2;m;ft-hanical 1:_110,.ta.,. lan510 Re it Clus er
1. Business Machine Serviceman 3. Radio and Television Serviceman
2. Home Appliance Serviceman 4. Ale Conditioning and Refrigera-

iAPTI Serviceman

Metal Fosatng and. FabrigAilmjagates

1. Welder
2. Madhinist

3. Sheet 'Metal Worker
4. Assembler

gonstruction Cluster,



An analysis was made of the occupations with respect to the

following areas of human requirement:

1. SMMMIALGAtions

Vocabulary
Symbols
Drawings and blueprints
Systems of communication
Speech
English
Maps

2, !Mu Imunnt
Time
Temperature
Weight
Volume
Length, width, and depth
Meters (electrical and mechanical)
InstruMents
Syatems of measurement

=al
Hand
Mental
Machine

4. 11.4silths ic and,mrg
biesumatt..on,

Technical
Operational
Occupational
Econbmid
Social

PersonnelPersonnel standards
occupational and job standards

A series of course: outlines were developed from the analysis

of the occupations and the identification of common areas of hu

man requirement in each occupational cluster. The course outlines

were developed for the occupational clusters of construction, metal

forming and fabrication, and electrq-mechanical installation and re-

,111111011m.



PART I gRPORT

APPROPRIATENESS OF THE CLUSTER COMJEPT PROGRAM

A. Introduction

The first section of the three part final report is con-

cerned with the appropriateness of the cluster concept as a

program in vocational education at the secondary school level.

The section will address itself to the need, acceptability,

and feasibility of a cluster concept program according to the

.evidence obtained by the research team.

B. Explanation Of The Cluster Concept Program

The "cluster concept" is aimed at the development of

skills and understandings related to a number of .allied fields.

The skills and understandings would be common to a number of

the 'occupations in the field. However, it is no an in-depth

deVelopment into any one job. The "cluster concept" differs

from the conventional vocational programs in terms of scope

and depth. The usual vocational program is designed to pre-

pare the individual for a. specific job such as a pattern-maker,

auto mechanic, or pluMbar*

The "cluster" type of program would prepare the person to

enter into a-family of occupations rather than a specific oc-

cupation. Examples of cluster occupational groups could in-

clude the medical and healthL occupational cluster, the food



services cluster, construction cluster, or a metal fabrication

cluster.

C. Researdh Procedures

The following procedures were utilized in determining the

appropriateness, acceptability, and feasibility of the Cluster

Concept as a Program. in Vocational Education:.

1: An extensive search was made of the literature
in the areas of education, labor, economics,
and. industry to obtain an indication of the
need for a cluster concept program.

2. A continuous 'surveillance and collection of
information was made of research .studies.and
existing prograMs similar to the cluster con-
cept.

3. A continuous dialogue was carried on through-
out the year between the research team and
persons from labor, business, industry; and
education in an attempt to obtain perspective
and as 'broad a reaction. as possible.

4'. A. series: o interviews with individuals.repre-
senting industry, education, and labor was con -
ducted in order to obtain an indication of the .

acceptability and feasibility of a cluster con-
program.

5. An.analysis was made of, the data obtained from
the interviews and the review of literature. to
'determine-the need, acceptability and feasibi-
lity of the cluster concept program.

D. Need For A Cluster Concept.Program

A review and analysis of the literature in the areas of ed-

udatione labor, economics, and indUstry has established the

lowing needs for the cluster concept program. The following
t



quotations are representative of the fifty supportive biblio-

graphical entries obtained from a review of approximately one

hundred and fifty publications.

1. h a
ate e e of .bili n a a hi-

cal basis.

The Bureau of Census reported:

Of the 185.3 million persons 1 year old, and
over living in the United States in March, 1964,
36.3 million, or 19.6 percent, had been living
at a different address in the United States in
March, 1963 The peak mobility rate occurred
among persons in their early twenties- the age
at, which most young people leave.their parental
home to find employment...1

An implication for vocational education with reference to

geographical mobility of the population was proposed by Kimball

Wiles:

Vocational education can no longer be plan-
ned solely in terms of the community in which a
high school, exists. Over half of the average
school's graduates will, migrate to another com-
munity, and will go to another state. Seemingly
the wisest step for curriculum planners to take,
then, is to study industrial and commercial oper-
ations and plan in terms of clusters of competen-
cies. When a student has developed a particular
set of abilities he may enter a variety of related
occupations.2

IU. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, "Mobil-
ity of the Population of the United States, March 1963 to March
1964,182mm* Population Reports: EgpulationakaostsgiaIlm,
September 7, 1965, Census Publication Series P-20, No. 141
(Washington: Government Printing Office, 1965), p. 1.

2Kimball Wiles, he Changing Curriculum 21 thg American Itg.111
School (Englewood Cliffs, New jersey: Prentice Hall, Inc., 1963),
p. 126.



The importance, of mobility, on a geographical basis, was

further emphasiied by Grant Venn:.

WOrk mobility is important to occupational well-
being and competence in an economy increasingly sub-
ject to technological dislocation. .A company. moves to
a new state; the award of a government contract causes
thousands of jobs to be shifted from one state to a-
nother; a new invention wipes out an industry by mak-
ing it obsolete; whole occupations and job titles are
created and abolidhedthese and other phenomena mark
the extent to which occupational education must pre-
pare people to face change. - The labor force needs to
maintain a high degree of mobility, ability to move
from one place to another, and from one job to another.
Current rates of occupational and geographical mobility
are high; but they are relatively low for the future
needs of technology and are misleading as an indication
of purpose and direction. 3

There is a need to providqatagantamighja.gtil=
itv for iob4 within an indu or occu ation.

The Bureau of Labor Statistics has found that "dur-
.

ing 1961,' some 8 million workers--10 'percent of the num-

ber who worked shifted from one employer to another... 114

The rate of job changing in 1961 was highest among men

and women between the ages of 18 and 24 who were largely

unskilled and had litUe education.5

1Grant Venn. thiRldgoation4mad Work (Washington, D. C.:American Council on Education, 1965), p.. 130.

4Gertrude Bancroft and 'Stuart Garfinkle, "Job, Mobility in1961." ffliagialidgMCLW21 Report. Mta. (Washington: U. S.Department of Labor, Aureau of Labor Statistics, 1963), 13. 2.
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An implication for the nature of vocational education was

proposed by James E. Russell in the publication Automation and

Challenae = Education:

that:

...therefore, to the extent that the school
tries to develop employable skills, it should aim
at transferable skills, and it should not attempt
to train persons for specific jobs that are only
temporarily open.6

In terms of the requirements of industry, Rumpf has stated

Industry needs workers who are flexible, work-
ers who have a field of skills and basic education
that will enable them to, adapt rapidly to occupa-
tional changes. Workers who are adaptable make in-
stallation of new methods and equipment more econom-
ical for employers. Management needs workers ready
to move into its jobs without long periods of pre-
paration.7

3. Therejaanegatodearplolitisidents who will
kfmM1212NIN2L12:WAWN212Pical chances.

The Department of Labor estimated that about

200,000 non-agricultural workers per year will be

displaded :because of teChnological Change during

the next dicade.8 In five case studies on the

6James E. Russell, "Educational Implications of Automation
as Seen by an Educational Policy. Planner," _AgmAustion and the
goathamatta Education, Proceedings of a symposium sponsored by
the Project on the Educational Implications of Automation (Wash-
ington: National Education Association, 1962), p. 42.

7
Edwin L. Rumpf, "Training the Manpower Catalyst," Manpower

TratiAjm Needs 91, =I Food Induptry, 'Report of a National
Conference, April 22-24 (Washington: Government Printing Office,
1964), p.10.

8Bancroft and Garfinkle 122 SILt



effects of plant layoffs and shut-downs, it was
found that in each case technological change,was
a factor in worker unemployment

The ,future _need to develop students of this caliber was

further stressed in. the Maames Am= at the President:

Growth and change have characterized the Amer-
ican economy throughout our historY, and continual
adjustments to shifting manpower requirements by
workers, employers and training institutions have
been the rule rather than the exception. Thus, thesignificant changes in patterns of demand for blue-
and-White-collar workers/ for the skilled and less
skilled, and for men and women workers since World
War II were no new phenomena. The persistence of
the under-lying factors--rising levels of living,
associated shifts in consumer purchases, changes in
government demand, technological innovations, and
productivity growthimplies continued patterns of
change in manpower demand,10

Peter Drucker, in an address given at the State University

College, Oswego, New York, further supported this need:

A reason why technological education needs to
be a part of a general education is that it is no
longer of much use to teach any one craft as such.
Crafts change too fast. When I was a child forty
years or so ago it was quite obvious that anybody
who had ever learned a craft had learned enough for
the rest of his life. This applied not only to the
carpenter or'the house painter but to the lawyer and
doctor just as well. But today the one thing thatis predictable about any craft is that in its are -
sent form' it is' not going to stay around very long.
The good Lord did not ordain the crafts. They are
man-made and therefore can be altered by man. Crafts
that. seemed to be as solid as the glacier granite of
Upstate' New York are dissolving all around us. We

.9Ewan C,lague and Leo Greenberg, "Technological Change and.
Employment," Monthly Labor, Review,, 85 :741 -746, 1962.

1°U,S, Department of Labor, Manpower Egss= sal utbg President.
(Washington: Government Printing Office, 1965)1 p. 45.
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will see for instance, predictably in the next twen-
ty years or so, a complete change of the., graphic arts
crafts in which not one will remain the way it is.
One can also say that this will not mean fewer skil-
led people, but it will mean people with different
skills.11

Thomas Brooks supports this need on the basis that the chief

traits in demand today are adaptability and versatility:

"It is not uncommon," says a foundry manager,
for a man to work on twenty different jobs a year.
We take advantage of change in work flow, absences
and other factors to move our people around."12

An implication for vocational education relative to the im-

pact of technological change was found in the Rockefeller Report

on Education:

In this day of technologies that become anti-
quated overnight, it is hazardous to predict a
favorable future for any narrow occupational cate-
gory. There will be economic advantage to the in-
dividual in acquiring the kind of fundamental train-
ing that will enable him to move back and forth over
several occupational categories.1.2

4. IbmALAW224.:WSMS21AllAtBd2DIALMAIILWIRter

Eli Ginzberg has stated that occupational decision-making

can be divided into three distinct periods:

The period during which the individual makes
what can be described as a fantasy choice: the
period during which he is making a tentative choice:

11Peter Drucker, "Knowledge and Technology," (an address de-
livered at the State University College, Oswego, New York, May 6,
1964).

12
Thomas R. Brooks, "The Blue Collar Elite," Alleil 1.32yjs.ig and

Modern Indus Speaial Supplement-Part II, March 1964, p.122.
3.3
Rockefeller Brothers Fund, Inc., Tha Pursuit 21 E2g22, Ursagg,

(Garden City, New York: Doubleday and Company, 1958), p. 10.



and the period, when he makes a realistic choice.
The first coincides in general with the latency
period, between six and eleven, although resi-
dual elements of fantasy choices frequently
carry over into the preadolescent years. The
second coincides by and large with early and
late adolescence with a few exceptions, real-
istic choices, are' made iv early adulthood. To
some degree the way in which a young person
deals with his occupational choice is indica-
tive of his general maturity, and conversely,
in assessing the latter, consideration must be
given to the way in which *he is handling his
occupational choice problem.14

Baer and Roeloer have commented as follows on the advisability

of preparation for several occupations:

Since most young people have a broad range
of interests and capabilities, appropriate ini-
tial choices are facilitated by a knowledge of
families of occupations. It is becoming more
generally recognized that early training, even
at the college level, should be broad enough to
give the student the background for a group of
related occupations. Thus, he is not driven in-
to a specific occupational choice before his in-
terests have matured sufficiently for him to en-
ter the job market, his chances of successful
placement are increased if he is prepared to be-
gin at any one of several jobs, in a given field
of work. If this field happen to be commercial
art, for example, he could become a poster artist,
sign writer, catalog illustrator or layout man.
Once hired, he has a better chance of promotion
if he has been trained for a group of related oc-
cupations. Should he lose his job as a result of
adverse business conditions or obsolescence of the
occupation, he can switch,to another job in the
same occupational family.-"

14Eli Ginzberg, Ossgmtioja Choice (New. York: Columbia
University Press, 1963) , p. 60,

114.aX Beek and Edward C. Roeber, =ragesimal, Informatlan
(Chicago: Science Research Associates, 1964) , p. 167.
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The final report of the panel of consultants on vocational

education appointed by the Secretary of Health, Education,

Welfare contained the following recommendation:

Basic vocational education programs should be.
designed to provide education in skills and con-
cepts common to clusters of closely related occupa-
tions. The curriculum should be derived from an-
alysea of the common flatures of the occupations
included. These students should receive special-
ized or more advanced vocational training later
in post-high school programs, apprenticeship, or
on-the-job experiences.i°

E. Related Studies

and

A review of research in the areas of psychology, education,

and military training have revealed a number of studies related

to the Cluster Concept Project.

A study was conducted by Dauwalder to produce recommendations

for redesigning the vocational program of the Pittsburgh

Pubric School system. An analysis of industrial employment re-

quirements in Pittsburgh and in other parts of the nation indi-

cated that:

more than 50 percent of all subject matter
necessary to qualify for entry level employment is
common throughout all the jobs, within a family group-
ing. For example, all technical jobs require similar
knowledge to at least the extent of 50 percent of the
over-all curriculum. In a like manner, all semi -skil-
led jobs have at least 50 percent of the knowledge re-
quired, Thin cOmmoni is applies to all joh.familiss.17

16u. s,
Education,
Government

7
Ponald.D. Denratm.14er, ucation la am Ptttsburdp

Putaic fcbooli (Pittiiburghs' ittiburgh Board of Public Educe-
tion, Alimll, 1963), P. 57.

Department of Health, Education and Welfare, Office of
E uicat_ n far 'A _G snag gt.wstriso (Was,hington:
Printing Office, 1963), R. 227.
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A project directed by McCloskey at Washington State Univer.;.

sity has been investigating the development.of task and know-

ledge Clusters by using an interview-assessment instrument in

consultation with industry and labor. These interview-assess-

ment instruments are being used in the following areas: office

occupations, food, and child care service occupations, electronics,

agricultural and related occupations, and building trades occu-

pations,18

A project identifying common courses in paramedical educa-

tion is being conducted by Lee, Fullerton, and Petterhoff at

Arizona State University. A review of existing courses from

hospitals and medical institutions throughout the country were

reviewed. A detailed analysis of the course content was made

and common courses were identified which formed the basis for

the preparation of guidelines for the integration of paramedical

education programs with common courses.19

Gordon L. Brett of the Canadian Department of Labor, is mak-

ing a functional analysis of the requirements of the total in-

dustrial scene in Canada. Selected industries are broken down

into four levels of technical capability: Professional occupa-

en

11111110111111111111111111/ 113111,0111111M01111111MIIIII

18Gordon McCloskey, "Proposal for 18-Month Continuation of
Vocational-Technical Education Research and.Development Project"
(unpublished research proposal. State University,
Washington State Board of Education, Pullman, Washington and the
University of Idaho, Idaho State Board for Vocational Education;
Moicow, Idaho, 66)

19Arthur M. Lee, William 'J.ff "The ,adentificatiop7of q
no Is: (Uriiiiitiliehitd,riSeitto

TeMpe; AriZona,. 1900.

Fullerton, and
Courses in

zona

Willard M. Fetter-
Paramedical Educe-
State University
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tions, technology occupations, craft occupations and operative

or semi-skilled occupations. All of the jobs within a particu-

ler industry are then placed into one of these four levels..

Each Job in the industry is then. analyzed with respect to the

functions which people are expected to perform and occupational

categories. are developed on the basis of their affinity, in

terms of technical capability to each other. This type of re-

search will provide the foundation for technics ?, education and

training programs aimed at developing transferability of techni-

cal capability, mobility within the work, force, and versatility

to minimize future retraining.20

Gagne and. Altman at the American institutes for Researdh

have investigated general vocWonal capabilities under a grant

from the Ford Foundation. Thirty-one occupations were selected

and a random sample of task behaviors was drawn for, each occupa-

tion. The task behaviors were then translated to multiple-choice

test items. The tests were administered to 10, 000 studentse grades

nine through. Junior College. After a series of analyses of corre-

lational patterns and mean sex differences, the following areas

Merged as a relatively well-structured domain of general voca-

tional capabilities as defined by the tests used: Mechanical,

Electrical, Spatial, Chemical-Biological, Symbolic, and People

(Human Relations) .21

"Letter, Gordon L. Brett to Nevin Frantz, March 18, 1966.

2krames. W. Altman, Ft rust Report gn, ganerill ismational gam-
.

bilities (Skills mad Knowlocigga), (Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania: Amer-
ican.lInstitutes, for IteneargbeN-1966).
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Schill and Arnold conducted a study to determine curricula

content for six technologies' at The University of Illinois. The

six technologies (related occupations) studied in this program

were: electronics, electro-mechanical, mechanical, chemical -me-

chanical , chemical, ane1electro-chemical.

The basic instrument used to collect data on technical oc-

cupations was a modified Q-sort technique. A group of cards,

each having a description of a course taken by technicians in

preparation for various jobs was developed.

Analyses used in forming conclusions. were the one-way ana-

lysis of variance, and the principle components of factor analy-

sis. Knowledge found to be 'common to all technologies included:

technical writing, engineering graphics, mathematics through

trigonometry, and the use of test equipment.22

The .Human Resources Research Office conducted a study to

*determine a system of performing generalized training research.

The training requirements for approximately one half of all the

army enlisted jobs were analyzed on the basis of shared function-

al theies. A system of twenty functional categories, under three

broad classes of equipment operation and maintenance, tactical

systeme, 'and a general area were identified.

A smaller sampling of jobs were then analyzed and each job

requirement was divided into three component parts: subject mat-

ter, subject-matter modifier, and proficiency involved. The

Sehill at: Joseph_ Arnold* Curricula Cgratent
12tfilallIdhlicadicties (Urb Illin041--Burea14- Of, ,Educational
Research and the Department of %ycipatiOnal, Education,
University of Illinois, 1965)-.-
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analyzed requirements were then coded and the lists of subject

matters and proficiencies involved were scanned and each "basic

idea" was identified. Examples of "basic ideas" include trouble

shooting; safety, maintenance/maintaining, anA operation/opera--

ing.

The degree of generality of the basic ideas within the se

lected job population was then determined. Of the 443 ideas iso-

lated by the analysis, sixty-four affected at least ten percent

of the selected population of jobs.23

A study by Courtney at Stout State University is being con-

ducted to identify and compare common training needs and require-

ments for teachers of vocational education. A survey instrument

and personal interview are being used for the collection of data.

A factor analysis technique will be used to determine the common

core of training needs.24

F. Related Programs

Numerous requests and exchanges of information from indivi-

duals throughout the country have indicated the existence or de-

velopment of several programs similar to the cluster concept ap-

proach

imilosswominmairow.

23Francis E. Jones, A narayaLtia. Analysis gf, ArmvIELininct
Beguirereenta Alt the 'patio ge More Generalized Training Research,
Research Report (Washington, D. C.: The George Washington Uni-
versity, guman Resources ReSearchOffice operating under contract
with The Department of the Army, May, 1961).

24 .Wayne Courtney, "The Identi4cation and Comparison o f the
moron Training Needs and Requiretents fol.Teachers of Vocation-

ucatici liehed ga te. Stout ate Uni-,
itseOliS
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Occupational, Vocational, and Technical Education, de-

signed to develop competency in a specific occupation within a

job centered program are being provided for students in the pub-

lic schools of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. The jdb centered pro-

grams include the occupational areas of: accounting, business,

communications, clothing and textiles, construction, electrical,

foods-nutrition, information and data processing, manufacturing,

merdhandising, repair services, science, social and individual

services, transportation and visual communications. The OVT

programs are placed in comprehensive high.sdhools rather than

vocational schools enabling a student to follow a skill-centered

program as well as a program for college entrance.25

An experimental curriculum is being developed for the Quincy,

Massadhusetts Vocational-Technical School under the direction of

Edward V. Morrision of The American Institutes For Research.

Elsven job families wire chosen for emphasis in the Quincy

Program and each selected representative job within the family

has been analyzed in terms of the major tasks each job reqpires.

The required tasks 'have been further analyzed to determine the

skills and knowledges required for performing the job success-

fully. On the basis of this information, a panel of individuals

have developed objectives for a vocational curriculum which in-

corporates the goals of (a) vocational competence, (b) responsi-

ble citizeiitiip dividual -self-fulfillment 26

25Jer C. Olson, "The Marriageability of Vocational Educa-
tional EducryatiOn " school an/ 25:391' October 1965.

26 Ancl,,bakluatjcn at, axperimental Curriculum Los
au !Icy Outa.) Nr. , _ it Sobobl First Quarter'.

Airorecbnical Report, (Pittsburghi American Institutes for Researdh,
1965):.



The Vocational Program for the Job Corps is a tri-level

program which consists of five phases of instruction. Phases

I and II of the Exploration Program, consist of initial guid-

ance and counseling. Phases III and. IV of Pre-vocational Pro-

gram is aimed at an introduction to seven vocational clusters.

These phases give a student an opportunity to further explore

the occupational clusters of automotives, clerical, culinary

arts, conservation, general construction, maintenance, and medi-

cal. The student, who has a high degree of ability or previous

vocational training, can enter an advanced occupational area

for specialized training either before or after completing phase

IV, . The other students, after having been exposed to the seven

clusters of occupations, will select a specific job in one of

the clusters such as a service station attendant in the auto-

motive cluster 27

The galaxy approach toward teaching vocational education,

in the Detroit Public Schools, consists of four clusters of cc-

cupations, These clusters, or galaxies, consist of: materials

and processes, visual communications, energy and propulsions,

and personail services. The student experiences three phases to

complete his training. Phase I consists of preliminary explora-

tory experiences in 'grades seven through nine with 75 percent of

the contents in the area of basic education. In phase II, the

27Office of EcOnoMic Opportunity, Ezra Education =gam Aga-
New York:: Educational Design, Incorporated, 1965)
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the tenth grade student is allowed to explore vocational oppor-

tunities in a more limited number of occupations. Most students

in phaSe In are capable of selecting a specific galaxy of oc-

cupations to Study in grades eleven and twelve, which will pro-

videstudents with saleable skills.28

North Carolina has initiated an "industry series" which

consists of courses called the:"introduction to industry" pro-
*

gram. A number of occupationally oriented courses, each cover-

ing a family of occupations within a specific area of industry,

are designed to' provide the opportunity for students in the ten-

th grade to investigate and learn about opportunities that exist

in several areas. These areas or occupational families include:

automotives, ceramics, construction, electrical, fishing, furni-

ture, graphic arts, personal services, textiles, and metals. In-

depth occupational competency is achieved during the eleventh and

twelfth grades in the trade and industrial or: industrial-coopera-

i-ive-training program.29

Michigan. State .University, through its research and develop-

ment program is developing an interdisciplinary approach to pre-

paratory education and occupational training in the hospitality

industries. The basic purpose of the program, at the eleventh

8
Ca ei-----}L_Tlirnquist, "Galaxy Approach to Education: For The

IlLrld of 11=k/6-Indust ial Arts and Vocational Education, 25:
25, NoveMber, 1965,

2%114,1e8 p.:Bates4;jgorWC44791tOeon4t40,77WideProgram
IntrOdildin4 00de*481F: to 046470 tiA0istrial14--Attl-icagalo.-
Education, 25 i 58 , April
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and twelfth grade levels will be to intetgrate specific occupa-

tional training and basic education offerings to strengthen the

student's pot;ntial development should he enter industry upon grad-

uation. Considerable emphasis is-placed on making the general

education courses directly related to the occupation that the

student has selected 3°

Walter E. Erdkamp, State Director of Trade and Industrial

Education for the State Department of Education in Nebraska has

reported that his state has conducted two pilot programs making

use of the cluster concept, and that two additional programs will

begin during the Pall of 1966. These programs are oriented to pre-

pare the student for the "world of work," as well as the "social

world," by/presenting a curriculum based on clusters such as:

measurements, material, overhaul and repair, and industrial re-
,

lations and safety.31

The University of Missouri is conducting a research project

in cooperation with the public schools of St. Louis, concerning

the study of "job families." This study closely parallels group-

ing of occupations under the cluster concept. The Missouri study

is a three phase program which includes:

(1) Analyzing job families (groups of closely re-
lated occupations)

3°"Pllot Programs in Hospitality Occupations," (unpublished
research proposal, 'Michigan State Universit, East Lansing, Mich-
igan, 1966)

'Letter, Whlter E. ErdkaMp to Dr. Donald Maley, May 20, 1966.
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(2) Organizing common elements into a program to
be presented at the pre-employment level

(3) Following up graduates of this new program for
five years by comparing their experience, suc-

.

cess and satisfaction with a similarly struct-
ured group: of students who were taught by con-
ventional methods.32

The public school system of Gary, Indiana is developing cur-'

/friculum for vocational education based on the cluster concept ap-

proach. Ten clusters have'been selected from the census classi-

fications for available jobs in the Gary area 33

G. Interviews

A series of interviews with leaders in industry, education,

and labor was conducted to ascertain the acceptability and feasi-

bility of the Cluster Concept Program. The interview survey was

exploratory in nature rather than definitive and no attempt was

made to randomly select the interviewees or to develop a highly

structured interview instrument. A series of pilot interviews

was held with appropriate individuals in selected local indust-

ries, labor unions, and employment security agencies. A set of

interview questions and a series of visual aids were developed

to facilitate the gathering of information.

Upon completion of the pilot interviews a list of possible

interviewees was developed by reviewing: (a) industry lists furn-

ished by county economic development commissions in the State of

MarYlande (b) the meWberObip list of the MerYland Society of

32
Letter, W. R. Miller to Dr. Donald Maley, March 2, 1966.

33Letter,
Louis A. McElroy to Nevin R. Frantz, July 6, 1966.
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Training Directors, (c) a Directory of School Officials in the

State of Maryland and (d) labor unions listed in the Baltimore

phone directory. A final selection of fifty individuals .to be

interviewed Was Made based on the 'following criteria:

(l) The appropriateness of the industry,
,labor union, or school district with
respect to occupational cluSters ten-
tatively identified - (a) electronics
and electricity, (b) construction, (c)

mechanical and fabrication, (d) repair,
service and maintenance.

Number of persons in the industry,
labor union, or school district with
whoM the interviewee if affiliated.

(3) Georgraphical representation of the
interviewee in the State of Maryland.

The fifty persons selected for interviewing included per-
,

sonnel managers, training directors, county superintendents of

`schools, industrial education supervisors, local union 'presidents,

and business managers. These individuals we-2e sent an introduc-

tory letter, 'a pamphlet describing the cluster concept, and a

self-addressed post card. It was requested that the post card be

returned to the project coordinator to indicate whether the'indi-

vidual was interested in being interviewed. Of the fifty persons

contacted, thirty-seven individuals responded, and thirty-one of

these people agreed to be interviewed. Those persons agreeing to

be interviewed represented sixty-two percent of the total contact-

ed. The Composition of the group of thirty-one persons to be in-

terviewed included: sixteen from industry, eleven from education,

and four from the field of labor. The interview request results

are illustrated in Figure 1.

Research assistants from the Cluster Concept Project conduct-

'ed the interviews at the respondents place of business at a pre-

arranged time. The interviews were conducted in an informal un-
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structured manner using the set of visual aids to explain the

project and the prepared set of questions as a guide in gather-

ing the information. These interviews were tape recorded as a-

greed upon, in the original letter requesting the interview.

After returning from the interview, the research assistant re-

played the tape and, made his report according to an established,

uniform format.

From the total of thirty-one persons interviewe4, twenty-

nine individuals representing ninety-four percent of those in-

terviewed, indicated that the cluster concept program was accept-

able. Acceptability was defined as an interviewee being in fav-

or of the cluster concept as a program in vocational education

at the secondary school level. The acceptability results are il-

lustrated in Figures 2 and 3.

A total of twenty-five persons, representing eighty-one per-

cent of the number interviewed, indicated that the cluster concept
as a program in vocational education on the secondary school lev-
el was feasible. Feasibility was defined as an interviewee in-

dicating the cluster concept program is capable of being imple-
mented successfully, The feasibility results are illustrated in
Figures 2 and 4.

Fourteen of the sixteen individuals interviewed from indus-

try indicated that the program was acceptable. Those individuals

who felt the program was acceptable indicated that they would like
to hire someone with a cluster concept background and these per-

sons would be excellent potential employees because of the flexi-

bility provided in their training.
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A desire for employees to obtain a "good attitude" toward.,

their job appeared to be the most important concern of manage-

ment. The opportunity for students to become acquainted with

the requirements of several occupations was considered by man-

agemerit to play an important role in the formation of proper at-

titudes.

One individual, who expressed doubts concerning the accept-

ability of the program, represented a government ship yard.

This person indicated that their employees must stay within a

job classification, and the cluster concept program .would not

give the, type of person they employ any advantage except to give

him a better idea of the occupation he would like to enter. The

other industrial representative, who expressed doubts concerning

the acceptability of the program, felt that his firm needed people

with a 'high degree of technical° specialized skill.

Seventy-five percent of those interviewed in industry indi-

cated that the program was feasible. The following is a typical

statement of those responding favorably in this area. "In the

future, we will always be looking for this type of trainee---We

will be glad to do-anything we can to, help the program. An in-

dividual with cluster concept training would very readily fit

our training Program. ' The general reaction from this

fact that students With a, cluster concept back-

able to advance in the,

or through a formal training

the:indlistry,, The Utilities,companies

individUals with a cluster
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background in order to shift their men' to different positions

during the peak seasons of the year when gas (winter) and elec-

tricitY' (sum er) would be in demand.

The four individuals who gave a negative reaction to the

feasibility of the cluster concept felt that it would be imprac-

tical to implement because of rigid job specifications that were

established by the unions in their plants.

All of 'the persons interviewed in education indicated that

they were in favor of the cluster concept program. Six of the

industrial education supervisors indicated that they had initiat-

ed a form of cluster program in their own county school systems.

A strong desire to be kept Informed of the project's progress

was ,shown by such comments as, "I would be interested in a pilot

program- -we would be willing to try one, two, or three clusters."

Ten of the eleven individuals, concerned with the field of

education, indicated that the cluster concept program was feasi-

ble and could 'be implemented in the secondary schools with little

difficulty. One of the superintendents who had accepted the clus-

er concept felt he would have difficulty establishing the pro-
,

gram due to a rilack of trained staff members and facilities.

The educators greatest concern in the implementation of the

cluster concept program was the availability of teachers capable

of handling such a program. Everyone in the field of education

who was interviewed raised this question with the interviewer.

typical comment that was made. by a. supervisor was: "The cluster

concept gram would not be feasible ,unless you get good
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instructors with a rich background of experience---The instruc-

tor is going to be the key to the success of this program."

A total of four representatives from labor were interviewed.

All of the individuals interviewed in labor indicated their ac-

ceptance of the cluster concept program. One person's reaction

indicated that the cluster concept was important for the future

and the person with a cluster program background would be less

difficult to train because of his flexibility. "A necessity for

the future- -sudh a program will give the student the opportu-
..

nity to determine what bis potentiality is in a given field and

to select that, occupation most commensurate with his ability and

his liking."

The four individuals from labor who were interviewed indi-

cated that

person.

specific background to enter the union but that the program

the program was feasible with the exception of one

This individual pointed out that it didn't require any

would give a student an understanding of what to expect in an

occupation.

Those individuals giving a favorable reaction to the feasi-

bility of the cluster concept indicated the program would be

valuable to the person entering the labor force. The training

received in a Cluster concept program would enatae a student

to select an apprenticeship program and be capable of perform-
.

n fundamental 13141103 it, the .apprentice training.
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Additional Sources of Information

There were various other sources of information pertaining

to the acceptability and feasibility of the cluster concept ap-

proadh. During the year several individuals representing edu-

cation, government agencies, and industry associations were in-

vited to weekly seminars held by the project team. One indivi-

dual, who represented the apprenticoship program cf the Depart-

ment of Labor indicated that if an individual is trained in en-

try skills the more apt industry is to hire a person. The clus-

ter concept program would also provide pre-apprentice training

and a better background for selecting a specific occupational

choice.

During a conference to determine job entry tasks, a repre-

sentative from a large industrial union indicated that the clus-

ter concept is the type of training that is being promoted for

their workers in order to
4'

give them flexibility and versatility

within a plant. The individuals representating the craft unions

who participated in the conference,indicated that the main value

of a cluster concept program was the opportunity for students to

explore a number of occupations before selecting specific train-

ing in one occupation.,

The PrinciPel Investigator

ed the project to several civic

ment commission, several

and Project Coordinator present-

groups, a county economicdevelop-

educational groups and a research con-

ferende. MsnY of Persons

resentations were comPlete

favorable comments after the
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A construction contractor indicated that he could use per-

sons with the:flexibility to work in different phases of 'home

construction.

A vocational education teacher expressed a strong desire to

develop other occapational clusters for implementation in the

public school systems.'

Reactions to the Cluster Concept Program

The following statements are examples of the comments that

were made by individuals who reacted to the cluster concept ap-

proach for vocational education:

MiE2=910AdMallfitEation in a Chemical Comoanv

"I wish we had a dozen of them (individuals
trained in' a cluster concept) now---our employees
must be able to move around and be retrainable."

AMMEMid-02X0EM212.161.4t in a.Gas Company

"The cluster concept would very definitely
fit into the training program of this company.
We would have need of graduates from all clusters
definitely. The cluster concept program would
definitely fit people for employment in public
utility companies. 'The flexibility of the pre-
paration is in your favor because utility com-
panies have peaks (gas service-winter, electric
service-summer) and valleys. The company trains
men to be flexible so they don't have to be laid
off. The 'cluster program ties right in this teadh-
ing not just one skill but a smattering of know-
ledge of different skills."

11);MZZ3EaisiCg.r...Qg-.LIugtjrALArptaADg-3.1--slt_2-.1rocinaEALA,Ictir2J11-naCounty
iAI2.1-fi.afilM

"I am very optimistic about the cluster con-
cept and will be anxious to see something new com-
ing along. Glad to see this study being conducted
and we will be interested in participating in pilot
programm4fi

PtIP'
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"Rids now days don't know what they want to
do in this very complex world. All kinds of forc-
es work, against them. It is very difficult for
a boy.in school today to choose his vocation and
I 'think this cluster concept is very good in help-
ing a boy find the areas he is interested in. It
is very difficult for a ninth grader to make a
choice."

"Another beautiful advantage of this clus-
ter concept program is it would be set up in
any comprehensive high school. You don't need
a multi-million dollar facility to start this
into operation. I mean, you could start tomtit
row if you had the instructor. I stress the in-
structor, if you have to bave a man who is a
real leader and who really believes in this pro-
gram. It is needed so badly in several of our
high schools. We have numbers of youngsters who
are floundering, they will work if given the op-
portunity. Very eager, but unhappy, they often
become discipline problems because the academic
principal does not know where to put them. We
have no place for them. This is a place we can
reclaim them in our educational program and get
them going on their educational program. We
would never feel guilty that we didn't help them
if we had a program like this."

Superintendent of Schools in a County School System

"I am quite sold on the idea but I am prac-
tical to the extent that .1 can only do what I have
room to do." It isn't only money, it's personnel
that is involved here. If a teadher that could
handle this type of program exists, I haven't
seen one."

Director of Industrial Relations in an Aircraft Com an

"I think a person trained in the cluster con-
cept would be welcomed in industry more so than the
kid who is, just out of, school without any real back-
ground like this."

Supervisor of Industrial Education with a County Board of
Education

"I see real merit in this. We are thinking
in terms of combining electricity/electronics with
automotive mechanics. Ninth grader doesn't know
what, he wants. He may think he knows but many
times he hash' changed by the time he is a senior.



It sounds good in terms of the worker being auto-
mated out or rather into another type job. I like
the cluster concept because not all people are suit-
ed for one vocation. When trained in one vocation
they are limited.

I sure wouldbe interested in a.pilot program.
How much time will it take to initiate the program?
We would be willing to try one, two or three (clus-
ters). I believe we could handle the construction
cluster very easily in terms of facilities."

EralDiaATAgg. a Union

"The cluster concept sounds like a very good
program for the future, but it will not be a sig-
nificant factor right now. It will probably be
hard to convince those concerned that this program
has something to offer. In general, the unions are
aware that man must be flexible and mobile, and they:
probably will support the program."

=mane ny

"A cluster program would be of value to an in-
dividual who has no previous vocational training and
who knows he is not going to college to develop vo
cational skills, interests, or aptitudes. It would
give an individual experiences to base his decision
for vocational choice."

Head of an Industrial TrainingErggram in a Mangfacturing
giparaCn

"The company would never object to the cluster
concept because this is the basis on which people
have started. The unions have split the jobs up
into so many functional, specific jobs that we can-
not use this cluster concept in the actual working
of it, but we would like to, 1 am sure."

e i Ma uf ctu in C m n

"The program has merit. We would like to hire
someone from a general type background. I think
this won't replace traditional vocational programs
but: it is good for general students who don't have
a salable skill to offer to industry. It would al-
so help a student to decide what occupation he might
desire to move into for his life work."

ilk 41i6
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igx2134,21a; iiAnigfctusing Company

"This thing (cluster concept) would be very
helpful to help a man., get a job and keep a job.
If a person knows a variety of things as a fami-
ly they don't have the attitude of "that's not
my job." I like this program and 'I would recom-
mend it; it looks very worthwhile. I believeitis worthwhile for the man who is looking for a
job."

itanagesaggatn a D...9 f

"Favorable - very good idea, This type of
individual being looked for.

A person with a cluster concept could possibly
have one third the amount of time necessary in the
present training program.. Blueprint reading, shop
math, and proper, attitude are important for the pro-
gram to develop in an individual.

J. Summary

The interview reports and review of literature provide an

indication of the need, acceptability and feasibility of the

cluster concept as a program in vocational education on the sec-

ondary level.

The available evidence, obtained from the review of litera-

ture supports the premise that a cluster concept is needed

in, vocational education programs to provide students with occu-

pational mobility adaptability for, technological change, and

transferability oi skills.

The intervi w results indicate that management is searching

for workers wit the ability to be flexible in performing a var-

iety of jobs within a plant or, industry. The primary concern of

management was the tYpe of attitude that an indivdual held with

respect to hls job and the organization where he worked.
\
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Several individuals in management felt that the cluster con-

cept approach to vocational education was worthwhile but would

not be applicable in their particular industry or plant. These

people indicated that union restrictions with respect to job

classifications would prevent workers from moving back and forth

across occupational lines.

The labor unions were divided in their reaction to a cluster

concept program in, vocational education. Several representatives

from the craft unions indicated the main value of a cluster con-

cept program was the opportunity for students to explore a num-

ber of occupations before selecting specific training in on oc-

cupation.

The representatives from industrial unions indicated that

they desire individuals with a broad background in several oc-

cupational areas. This type of training would enable their mem-

bers to obtain and hold jobs more readily because of the flexa-

bility built into their training.

The individuals interviewed in the field of education were

enthusiastic in their reactions to the cluster concept approach.

These people felt the program could provide those students pur-

suring a general course in high school with job entry skills in

several occupational areas upon graduation from high school.

The major concern of educators in the implementation of the clus-

ter concept program was the availability of_teachers capable of



e data collected from a review of literature, and inter-
views -and discussions with repeetsefitatived from inAustry labor
an&IdUbation indicate that:

''72(1)' There';!'wai.a need 'ariddentand, for training in
.clustert of families of 'odCupations.

(2): The 'cl'uSter concept was acceptable as a. pro-,
grate. i711 vocational edUcation on the secondary
..sdhool level

(3) The cluster concept Was feasible as a program
in..VoCational.,education on the ''SOCOndary 'school
level.

4
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PART II REPORT

DEVELOPMENT OF OCCUPATIONAL CLUSTERS

A. Introduction

The second section of the three part final report is con-

cerned with the development of occuputional clusters and the

selection of specific occupations within each cluster.

B. Research Procedures

The following procedures were utilized in developing the

occupational clusters and the specific occupations in each clus-

ter that would be suitable fora cluster concept program in vo-

cational education at the secondary sdhool level:

1. A review and evaluation of research in the
area of occupational grouping was conducted
to determine possible applications for the
project.

A method of research, based upon a sampling
technique proposed by Altman and Gagne of the
American Institutes for Researdh, was develop-
ed to determine occupational clusters.1

a. A list of criteria was prepared to
use in selecting occupational clus-
ters and specific occupations within
the clusters.

b A group of possible occupational clus-
ters was developed and several clusters
Were selected from the group for further
analysis.

ljames W. Altman and Robert M. Gagne, First ,Interim Report,
RejlearLa 9.4 yamisaal, Skills (Pittsburgh: American Institutes

for Resear0h, 1904).

LI_ -I 1
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.,number 6f. occupations were
developed for each cluster and those
occupations, meeting: the established
criteria were selected for further an-

3 A group of three occupational clusters with.
their respective selected occupations was
identified for -further. analysis.'

-y s'i
.

C. Review. of Occupational Classification Systems

review of..00cupational class,ifica.tion systems was made

for,possible,utilization in the ,selection and development of

"clusters" cf..occurations. The two most common classification

systems used in the :United States are ,tbe..Dictionau of 0204.2a-

tional Titles (DOT) 2 produced by the Bureau of Employment Secu-

rity, of the S-7:-Department of liaborand the lassifie. Index

of '..Occupation t 'and IndUstries3 produced by the Bureau of .Census

of the U.,°.S.:-Department ofCommerce.

The,tBureatt..of. Census clatsifidation. 'System ,was based on a

survey which- sampled. the entire, labor force.- The information

obtained from the -survey as coded and tabulated in an

joetical':/nON sitgaguaLsmai Indufftmaii1,,.and a paassified

U. S. Departinent Of Labor, Bureau of Emploliment Security,
D3.CiQfl Ocupaionl itles, Vol.:; ,X and II, Third Edition
(Washington: Government Printing Office, 1965).

3U. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Census1-19A0, Census
21 Population Classified Index 21 agatlai.Lions and Industries
(Washington: Goverhment Printing Office, 1960).

4u.
u

GoVernm

S. Department of Commerce,
-$1 c

Printing OffibecA960Y.:

Bureau of Census, 1960 Census
'Industries AWashington;

. -,
:
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Index of pjawpations and Xndustries.5 The Alphabetical Index
lists each occupation in alphabetical order and provides two
three digit numbers to identify the occupational and industrial
classifiCation code.

The Classified Index. classified occupational titles into two

hundred and sixty-nine occupational categories by using a three
digit code. An occupational category consisted of .a homogeneous

group of occupations and defined a particular field of work. The

occupations were also classified into one hundred and forty-six
industry categories with a three digit code. An industry cate-
gory consisted of a homogeneous group of industry titles and de-
fined a particular industrial field.

A classification system which was developed for world wide
application is the International Standard Classification of. Cc

.ons.6 This classification system was developed by the In-
-ternational Labor Office (ILO) in Geneva, Switzerland and was in-
tended- to facilitate the international exchange of occupational
information. The system was based on ten major groupings similar
to the Bureau of Census classification system and does not require
replacement of existing classification structures.

41111h

After reviewing the Classified Indek pf.Occusatioris and In-
.

dUStries and the II* ernational:Standard,gAliaifiCation, of Occu-

International Labor Office, ,International Standard Classi-
giag, Occurati.ons, ReportfI/4, = (Genevair:r International Labor
Office, 1957) .

1 -14,34,8,-,!v-04..t, _2 q-',ot-S4 ",41,:L10,31,,421.44"
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Rations, it was concluded that these classifications would not

be applicable in determining occupational clusters for vocational

educations The three digit categories of thle Bureau of Census

classification system were too narrowly defined for including

several occupational areas within one group. (For example, 421

Electricians,.included specialized occupations for electricians.)

The military services have developed occuPational classifi-

cation systems for their enlisted personnel. One type of mili-

tary classification system was the Manual of Enlisted Military

Occu atiOnal §nftglaaillas (MOS.) publidhed by the Department of

the Army, 7 The term MOS, was used to identify groupings of mili-

tary jobs possessing such close relationship that an optimal de-
.

gree of interchangeability exists among qualified persons.,

A great deal of similarity existed between the Army classi-

fication system and other military occupational classification

systems. The Air Force specialities were grouped under forty-

three career fieldsyith over two hundred and forty specialities.8

Tha Marine Corps had thirty-seven occupational fields which were

subdivided into billets and further subdivided: into tasks.9 The

7Department of theArmy, Manual of Enlisted Military Occu-
matima Specialities, (C15, AR 611-201) litashington: Government
Printing Office, 1965).

8Department of the Air. Force. 2cauliational Handbook for Air-
men, (.CA 66-3-69M) 1966-1967 Edition (Washington: Government
Printing Of fice 1966).

nepartment of the NivIrr United Stateslilarine Corps. ,14.3uide
to Occupational aecialties and Schools (Washington: Government
Printing: Office 1965),,



U. S. Navy Occupationalnal Handbook had seventy-two career briefs

under twelve major occupational ,,ons.10 These major occupa-

tional groups were subdivided into sixty-two subgroups or job

fields.

Although the four military classifications were quite com-

rehensive, they were not appropriate for use in developing oc-

cupational clusters because the occupations classified' were

primarily military in nature.

A review was made of the third edition of the Dictionary

of Occupational Titles for possible use of existing occupational

groupings developed from observation and analysis of jobs over

the last twenty-five years. The classified 21,741 occupa-

tions using a six digit code to identify each occupation.11

The six-digit code of the DOT was divided into two parts:

(1) The Occupational Group Arrangement which was represented by

the first three digits and (2) the Worker. Traits Arrangement

represented by the last three digits. "These provided (1) a me-

thod of grouping jobs having the same basic occupational or work-

er trait characteristics so that the user can discern various re-

lationships among occupations, and (2) a standard approach to

classifying the-abilities vocational experiences, and/or poten-

tials of workers. H12

10Dpartment of the Navy, Bureau of Naval Personnel. United
States, Navy Occtroational Handbook, (NRAF 41548) Fourth Edition
(Washington: Government',Printing 'Office, 1963).

IIU. S. Department of. Labor, ast. wit. , I) xv, Volume I.

12allm, pp. xvi-xvii.
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The Ocdupational Group Arrangement (represented by the first

three digits) had the jobs grouped according to work field, pur-

pose, material, product, subject -matter, service, generic term,

and/or industry or a coMbination Of the above. The first digit

represented the nine occupational categories. The second digit

in 'conjunction with the first digit represented, the eighty-four

divisions of occupational categories, and the third digit along

with the first two digits represented the 603 groups which are

subdivisions of the two-digit divisions.

Under the Worker Traits Arrangement of the DOT (represented

by the last three digits) the worker functions were related to

Data, People, cnd Things which were represented by the fourth,

fifth;.: `and sixth digits, respectively. A hierarchy from the

simple'` (8) to the complex (0) was established for each of the

three worker functions. The last three digits expressed

the total level of coinplexity at which the worker functions. This

arrangement of the DOT was divided into twenty-two broad .areas of

work which was subdivided into 114 worker trait groups. An ex-

amination of the DOT indicated that the two digit divisions es-

tablished on the basis of work fields, materials, and products

would be most feasible as occupational families for the develop-

ment of cluster 'concept programs.

A further examination of the .divisiono and the three digit

classifications within the divisions revealed occupational group-

ings,that were too narrowly defined for inclusion of a wide range

of occupations for a cluster concept' program. (Division 81 Weld-



eL-6, Flame Cutters, and Related Occupations is an example of

What was considered a narrow category for a cluster concept

program) . 'Other occupations that were related on the basis of

work fields were found in separate divisions (Division 65 Print-

ing Occupations and Division 97 Occupations in Graphic Arts).

After examining and evaluating the DOT, the conclusion was

reached that the divisions, with the possible exception of Con-

struction, were not suitable-for.the.purpose of developing cur-

riculum for a' cluster concept program in vocational' education.

Identification of OccUpational'Clusters

A study, conducted by Altman and Gagne for the purpose of

developing test items for measuring general vocational skills,

was reviewed fora possible solution to the problem of develop-

ing occupational clusters. Altman and Gagne made the following

statement with respect to the use of the DC& and the problem of

developing occupational families:

Given, then, that there is no known method
for easily and directly deriving general skills
and knowledges from information in the new DOT,
some substantial effort is suggested which will
study each job or family of closely related jobs.
Unless one can mount a really monumental effort
the implication is that the derivation of general
Skills and knowledges will have to be based on a
sampling of jobs.li

Since the project ,was .limited in terms . of time and finan-

cial' support, it was considered necessary to Provide a rational

frame of reference to guide the process of identifying occupa-

13
Altman

a

and Gagne, 92. cit.,

worimmiliposimiummoverm



tional clusters and the" selection of specific occupations with-

in the cluster. It became apparent that the establidhment of

criteria for selecting a cluster and a sample of occupations

in `thee cluster was the only realistic approach that could be

utilized in the project. The ultixnate test of this approach

would be the completed analysis identifying the commonalities

within the occupational cluster.-

A list of criteria for selecting occupational clusters was

established through a series of discussions among the project

team as well as consultation with members of the Industrial Edu-

cation. Department,, The following criteria were established for

the purpose of identifying occupational clusters for a cluster

concept program in vocational education:

The occupatonal cluster dhould:

1. Be .in the area of vocational' industrial
education.

Include occupations that are related on
the basis of similar processes, materials,
and products.

Be broad enough to include occupations
with a wide variety of skills and knowl-
edge.

Involve occupations that require not more
than '6. high ddhool education and/or two
years beyond high school.

Provides the opportunity for mobility on a
geographical and occupational basis.

After establishing the criteria for selecting occupational

clusters a group of possible clusters were developed from con-

sultations' and discussions with Mr. A B. Eckerson Chief of Oc-
,

cupational Dictionary & Classification Section Bureau of. Employ-
.
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Ment Security, U. S. Department of Labor and officers in che.rge

of Army Occupational Classification Systems in the Pentagon.

The list, of suggested cluster titles was also obtained from

seminar discussions and titles found in sources such as the

Occu ax)m3 Outlook Handbook14 and the Dictionary of pcci...am:

Iipnal Titles.15

The following is the original list of suggested cluster

titles that was given consideration by the Iproject team:

Medical and Health
Home Facilities
Heavy Construction
Light Construction
Machining
Electricity and Electronics
Communications.
Transportation
Food Processing-
Office Occupations
Mechanical and Fabrication
Repair Service and Maintenance

/ Personal Services

The, list was not considered to be a complete listing, of all

the possible occupational clusters. It was the starting point

in the task of identifying occupational clusters for a cluster

concept program in vocational education. After examining and

evaluating the list of possible clusters, a decision was made

to limit the number of clusters to be included in the project.

A limitation of three occupational clusters was made and this

conclusion was based upon the following factors:

14U. S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics. Occulatimal, Outlook Handbook, 1966-67 Edition (Washington: Gov-
ernatent Printing Office, 1966)

15u. S. Department of Labor, 22c. SLIv.

4
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1. The time allotted for the completion of the project.

2. The number of personnel available to work on the project.

3. The experiences and educational background of the pro-
ject team members.

The following occupational clusters were tentatively identi-

fied within the limitations and the 'established. criteria:

Construction
Eaectricity and Electronics
Repair Service and Maintenance
Medhanical and Fabrication

When attempting to identify occupations within clusters, xt

became evident that each cluster title needed to be clearly stated

and riarefully defined. Restating and defining, the titles caused
rearrangements and deletions which reshaped the clusters. For

example, the title "Medhanical and Fabrication" was considered

to be too general and was more clearly delimited uhen changed

to "Metal Forming and Fabrication".

The original "Electricity and Electronics" cluster as as

title was eliminated, but the cluster was combined with the "Re-

pair Service & Maintenance' cluster to form a new cluster en-

titled 'Electro-Mechanical Installation & Repair". The combina-

tion of these two original clusters was necessary for two rea-

sons: (1) to stay within the limitations of the number of clus-

ters, and (2) these two clusters had common elements with elec-

trical and meChanical installation and repair.

The "Construction" cluster title was considered appropriate

since it involved 'occupations that are related on the basis of

similar industrial processes. The redhaped and more carefully

.defined clusters were then applied to the previously mention-
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e.d criteria for selecting clusters. The following three clusters

were identified for further investigation in the study:

(1) CONSTRUCTION - those occupations dealing with the buildiag
of homes.,

(2) METAL FORMING AND FABRICATION - those occupations dealing
with 'machining, forming, bending, and join-
ing of metals.

(3) ELECTRO-MECHAN.XAL INSTALLATION AND REPAIR - those occupa-
tions dealing with the installation and re-
pair of electrical and mechanical equipment
found in' homes and business offices.

E. Selection of Occupations Within the Clusters

After the selection and definiatLon of the occupational clus-

ters had been accomplished, appropriate occupations needed to be

identified for each cluster. The following criteria were estab-

lished for the 'purpose of identifying specific occupations within

the clusters:

1. A javoráble nloentoutlook

The occupations selected for the clus-
ter should be those occupations which are
expected to increase through 1775 as re-

, ported by the Occupational 011tlook Hand-
book and involve large numbers of indivi-
duals in the occupation.

Example,: Machirnist (includedthousands
of job openings) vs. electroplaters (not
included-few hundred job openings).

2. The instructional gambilitxgLIftialimall:
mented in a sewldftukholalm2gElm.

The occupations selected for the cluster
should be capable of being taught to high
school students in A laboratory environment
with tools and equipment that are needed in
the occupation.

.",
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Example: Carpenter (includedphysically
capable of being taught in a laboratory)
vs. excavators (not, included--physically in-
capable of being taught in a laboratory) .

3. QUIMLIMIlitl for_4242_211,1=MMLLanaMOion
LERELhiaLLAchool.

The occupations selected for the cluster
should enable a high school graduate to en-
ter into the occupation without extended
period of employment in a prerequisite occu-
pation.

Example: Machinist (included--high school
graduate may enter) vs. layout man (not in-
cluded--requires experience as a machinist).

4. Nume ous skills andisnotpm1Bizamkiirman
csportunityt:or the identification of com-
monalities with.

The occupations selected should involve
various skills and knowledge in order to per-
form the work involved in the. occupation..

Example: 'Mason (included--involves use of
many skills and knowledge) vs. hod carriers
,(not includedrequires little-skill or know-
ledge).

5 Appbrtunitv *for advancement through further
schooling, apprentice proarams, or on-the-
'ob traini.

The occupations selected should provide an
individual with the opportunity to obtain in-
depth specialized training through technical
,schools, correspondence courses, apprentice
programs, or on-the-job training.

Example: Electrician (includedapprenticeship
program available). ,vs. construction laborer
(not includedno further training necessary) .

A list of occupations which best fit the definition of each

cluster was compiled from the Dictionary of Occupational Titles

and the Occupational Outlook Handbook. The occupations were then

examined with respect to the firstcriteria which Was considered

to be the most important in the selection process. Those occu-
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pations having a favorable employrrant outlook were then examined

with respect to the second, third fourth, and fifth criteria

until a grOup of occupations were identified that produced the

"best fit" with the established criteria. Figures 5, 6 and 7

illustrate the possible occupations which were considered for

the identified clusters and each table provides an indication

of those occupations which best fit the established criteria

for each cluster.

The following literature was used in selecting the occupa-

, tions for each cluster:

1 The 1966-67 edition of the S:scapational OutlJok Iia nd-

book16 was used as a ,reference to evaluate the employment out-

look for each of the listed occupations. This source gave in-

formation concerning the present and future opportunities due

to replacements and expected :growth for each occupation.

2. The 1965 edition of The National 'Apprenticeship Pro-

aram,17 a booklet published by the Bureau of .Apprenticeship

and Training of the U. S. Department of Labor was reviewed

to determine what occupations had apprenticeship programs.

Included in this booklet

Lions registered with State Apprenticeship Agencies and those

was a list of apprenticeable occupa-

,registered with the Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training.

17U. S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Apprenticeship and
Training, The National t ...pmej=.cestAl2. Program, 1965 Edition
(Washington: Government Printing Office, 1965).
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METAL. FORMING AND FABRICATION

Those occupations dealing with machining,
bending, and joining of metals.

111111111111aUsillawalliall11C

Occupations
Evaluative Criteria

1 3 4

Assembler . .

Boilermaker . . . .

Instrument Maker. . . .

Iron Worker . . .

Jewelry Maker . . . .

Machinist . . . . . .

Metal Spinner . . . .

Riveter . . . .

Sheet Metal Worker

Tool. & Die Maker.

Welder
ILIIIRNIWWWWW4IIIMMIONCAM 4

Nate

s

+ +

0

0

0

0

occupation meeting a criterion was assigned a 1+"If an occupatidn did not meet a criterion, it was as-
signed a "0" and received ,no further consideration.

Cupational Selection
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ELECTRO -MECHANICAL INSTALLATION & REPAIR

Those occupations dealing with installation and
repair of electrical and mechanical equipment
found in homes' and busdness offices.

Occupations
Evaluative Criteria

1 2 3- 4 .5

Airconditioning &Refrigeration Mechanic

Appliance Serviceman. + + +

Automatic Bowling Madhine Mechanic 0

+

Amtomobile Mechnaic . . . . + +

Business Machine Serviceman . + + + +

Instrument,Repairman. . . . . + 4.
'\\

Maintenance Electrician . . . . + +

Millwright . 0

Television & Radio Service Technicain .1.

Vending Machine Mechanic. . . 0

Watch Repairman . 0
44,

Central Office Craftsman.

Lineman & Cable Splicer .

Telephone & PBX Installer '62

.

Repairman'

Transmission & Distribution'OccupatiOn

Customer Service Occupations.

e
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.."

CONSTRUCTION

Those occupations dealing with the building of homes.

Occupationa
Evaluative Criteria41:arr" .4.1=r1111MIF

4

Asbestos & Insulation Installer

Bricklayer.

Carpenter .

Cement Mason,

Construction Laborer

Electrician .

Elevator Constructor

Floor COvering Installer

Glazier

Lather.

Marble, Tiie, Teazzo Installer
Operating Engineer.

Painter & Paperhanger

Plasterer

Roofer.

Stone
4

et,

ructura - Reinforcing Iron. Worker

t

t

0

Figure 7. Occupational Se ection
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3, The Employment and Earnings aluatkaa for the United,

&tat= 1909 - 1964,18 issued December 1964, and the Employment

and Earninas are publications edited by the

United States Department of Labor's Bureau of Labor Statistics.

These publications list employment, hours and earnings, labor

turnover, and other specail tables for each industry. This in-

formation was of value when considering trends, patterns, and

future outlook for the individual occupations.

4. The U. S. Industrial Outlook 1966,20 a publication of

the United States Department of Commerce, provided an industrial

outlook for each industry in both narrative and table form show-

ing grlowth and trends in the terms of dollars and percent change

from 1958 to 1966. Recent trends and patterns were obtained from

this publication.

After examining the complete listing of occupations in the

clusters with respect to the established criteria and review of

literature, a group of occupations were selected for each clus-

ter as shown in Figure 8.

18U. S. Department of Labore Bureau of Labor Statistics. Em-
oloyment and Earninas Statistics 10:111 Auld states 102-1964
(no. 1312-2) (Washington: Government Printing Office, 1964) ,

19U. S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics. Em-
ployment and Earnings and Monthly Reoort on the Labor Force, Vol.
12, No. 11 (Washington: Government Printing Office, May 1966).

20U. S. Eepartment of Commerce, Business and Lefense Services
'Administration. U S. Induor Olo 6/UstrV In -us

(Washington: Government Printing Office, 1965).
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F. Summary

A review and evaluation of literature dealing with the

classification of occupations indicated that several systems

have been used to catagorize occupations. After making an

analysis of the various occupational classification systems,

the decision was made to develop criteria for selecting oc-

cupational clusters and specific occupations within the clus-

ters since existing systems were not suitable for developing

cluster concept programs in vocational education.

The following criteria were established to identify oc-

cupational clusters for a cluster concept program in voca-

tional education.

The occupational cluster should:

Be in the area of vocational inductrial
education.

InClude occupations that are related on
the basis of similar ;processes, mater-
ials, and products.

Be broad enough to include occupations
with a wide variety of skills and knowl-
edge.

Involve occupations that require not more
than a high school education and/or two
years beyond high school.

Provides the opportunity for nobility on a
,geographioal and Occupational basis.
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The following occupational clusters were established through

the application of the established criteria and limitations of

the project:

(1) CONSTRUCTION - those occupations dealing with the building
of homes.

(2) METAL FORMING AND FABRICATION - those occupations dealing
with machining, forming, bending, and join-
ing of metals.

(3) ELECTRO-MECHANICAL INSTALLATION AND REPAIR - those occupa-
tions dealing with the installation and re-
pair of electrical and mechanical equipment
found in homes and business offices.

The following criteria were established for selecting spec-

ial occupations in the clusters for a cluster concept program

in vocational education:

The occupation selected must have:

1. A favorable employment outlook.

2. The instructional capability of being imple-
mented in a secondary school program.

Opportunity for job entry upon graduation from
high sdhool.

As

Numerous skills and knowledge providing an
opportunity for the identification of com-
monalities with other occupations.

Opportunities for advancement through fur-
ther sehooling, on-the-job training, or ap-
Prentime Ptogramq.

a result of examining a list of possible occupations for

each cluster with respect to the established criteria, three oc-

cupational clusters with their specific occupatiOns were identi-
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PART III. DEVELOPMENT OF COURSE OUTLINES

The third and final section of this three part report is

concerned with the development of the course outlines for the

occupational clusters of construction, metal forming and fabri-

cation, and electro- mechanical installation and repair. This

section will address itself to tl'e procedures and techniques

used in developing the course outlines for use in a cluster con-

cept program in vocational education at the secondary school

level.

B. Research Procedures

The, following procedures were utilized in the development

of course outlines for a cluster concept program:

1. A review of research was conducted to deter-
mine methods of analyzing the, selected occu-
pations in order to identify the common areas
of human requirement needed for each occupa-
tional family.

A method based upon a procedure proposed by
Smith of the Human Resources Research Office,
was developed to analyze each occupation in
the cluster.

a. A list of tasks was developed for each
occupation through a review of train-

1RObert G. Smith, Jr., lanattgament imiatinct 21112gra
ivies, Reseerdh Bulletin Noe it ALCIcandria. litammv

sources Research,Office.
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ing manuals, courses of study, text-
books, and interviews with represent-
atives from each occupation.

b. A task identification inventory was
developed and submitted to a group
of individuals representing the se-
lected occupations in order to de-
termine job entry tasks.

c. The identified job entry tasks were
analyzed to determine the areas of
human requirement (skills, mathema-
tics, measurement, science, communi-
cation, and information)' needed to
successfully perform the task.

3, An analysis technique, based on a study by
Miller and Folley, was used tp identify the
common areas of human requirement within each
occupational cluster.2

a. The areas of human requirement were
examined to determine the commonali-
ties that existed, among .the occupa-
tions within the cluster.

b. Judgements were made by project person-
nel to select the common areas of human
requirement needed for performing
the occupations within the occupational.
clusters.

4. A course outline for each occupational family
was developed from the identified common areas
of human requirement.

Methods of Analyzing Occupations To
Determine Commonalities

A review of the literature was' conducted to determine methods

of analyzing the selected occupations for the purpose of identify-

ing common areas of human requirement (math, science, measurement,

2Robert B. Miller. :;John D. F011eY, Jr., and Phillip R. Smith,
iiComparip9p at gat Reauirementp g2E Line Maintenance of Two Sets
2f. Electronic Equjisment, (AFPTRC-TR-54-83) (Lack land AFB, Texas:
Air Force Personnel and Trainitng Research Center, December, 1954),
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communication, skills and information) needed for successful

job entry performance in the selected occupations. The review

of literatdre was made for the purpose of identifying techniques

that could be utilized it accomplishing the purposes of the pro-

ject.

Palmer and McCormick, in a study to identify worker activi-

ties, expressed two points of view in approadhing the domain of

human work. One point of view, called the Loh Oriented, empha-

sized the technological aspects of jobs and the accomplishments

of workers such as painting, selling, or baking The Worjter Ori-

ente emphasized what workers do in performing their jobs. In

general, the difference between the two viewpoints was that the

"job oriented" view is likely to place emphasie,on conditions and

results of work, while the "worker oriented" view tends to place

emphasis on worker activiti s.3 The study performed by Palmer

and McCormick emphasized the 'worker oriented" viewpoint in the

identification of job dimensions. A check list of job activities

was submitted and the results were subjected to a. factor analysis.

Five major factors and fourteen multiple group factors emerged as

a result of the study .:Thy five major factors were: I. Informa-

tion - receiving activities, II. Mental activities, III. Super-

visory and communication activities IV. Manual activities and

V. General bodily activities .4

3George J. Palmer, and Ernest J. McCormick, "A Factor Arialysis
AtiLties."of job rUa AgiaJA4kBerim*Ka4grir 14541., 284289

Okagust, 4.961)
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Several studies utilizing factor analysis techniques were

reviewed for a possible solution to the problem of identifying

common areas of human requirement. A report Izsy Coombs described

a factor analysis approach to the identification of job families.

An analysis of seventy jobs in a paper mill was made using methods

developed by the U. S. Employment Service. Correlations were ob-

tained from ratings of the job descriptions of fifty-four occupa-

tions. Several factors were identified that included: self respon-

sible jobs, routine entry Jobs. skilled machine operation jobs,

and, clerical jobs.5;

A study was made by Johnson to determine functional job in-

terrelationships in the motor vehicle maintenance field. A check

list.of activities and objects maintained on motor vehicles was

developed and submitted to workers engaged in repairing motor ve-

hicles. The results of the research indicated that the check list

technique can reveal factors operating in a number of different

jobs. The factor score patterns could provide a rough but easily

applied means by which jobs can be compared and training needs

were reviewed indicated that

oombs and G. A, Satter, "A Factorial Approach to Job
Families," EsigiLometrika, 14:33-42, 1949.

6Duance
Morton Johnson, "A Study of Responses to 'a Work Activi-

ties Check List to Determine Functional Job InterReIationships"
(unpublished Ph. diisertation, Purdue 'University, West Lafayette,
Indiana'- 1957)
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it 'was possible to identify commonalities among a group of select-

ed occupations. A decision was made, however, to investigate other

techniques of identifying commonalities since the goal of 'the pro-

ject was to develop suggested course outlines identifying common-,

alities in a cluster of occupations rather than explaining the

commonalities in terms of a minimum number of hypothetical factors.

A hierarchial clustering technique developed by Christal and

Ward was reviewed for possible use in identifying commonalities

among the occupational clusters. The technique utilizes a com-

puter program that forms mutually exclusive clusters by systemati-

cally reducing the number of groups for N to N-2, and so on down

to one group, in a manner that minimizes the loss of information

or the error; resulting 'form the grouping.7

A decision was made not to use this technique since Christal

and, Ward stated that it was only practical to apply this technique

to large scale studies with the use of a high speed computer.

A research bulletin entitled The Development of Triamirm Ob-

jective l written by Robert G. Smith, Jr., of the Human Resources

Research Office, was found applicable to the problem of analyzing

the identified occupations in the cluster.8 A modified procedure,

based on Smith's approach, was developed to determine the areas

of human requirement needed for successful performance in the oc-
,,

ayrtiond E, Cliristal and Joe H. Ward, Jr., ,"Applications of a
New Clustering Techni.citie..Which Minimizes Loss in Terms, of Any Cri-
terion Specified," (Lackland APB, texas: 6570th Personnel Research
Laboratory),

.13Striith, bc. alt.
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cupations. An analysis technique, based on a study by Miller

and Polley, was found applicable to the problem of identifying

the commonalities that exist among the areas of human requirement

in each occupational cluster. A schematic of the research pro-

cedure is shown in Figure 9.

D. Development of. Task Statements

The initial step involved the development of a task inven-

tory for each occupation through a review of job descriptions,

textbooks, courses of study, training .manuals, and interviews

with individuals representing the selected occupations. Each task

was written in behavorial terms which described some aspect of the

behavior required for performance of the occupation.

In order to prepare the task statements in behavorial terms,

a review of literature was iniatated to determine the most appro-

priate format to be used in writing the statements.

A task according to the U. S. Employment Service is:

one of the distinct major activities that con-
stitutes logical and necessary steps in the
work performed by the worker. It is the work
unit that deals with the methods, procedures,
and techniques (the "what", "how", and "why")
by which parts of a job are carried out. A
task or duty is created whenever human effort,
in terms of one or more elements, must be ex-
erted for a specific purpose.

Bureau of. Employment Security, Trainina' gad Reference Manual
for ga2 anfxida (Washington: Government Printing Office, 1965)1
p.6 .
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Gagne and Fleishman stated that "tasks are statements which

taken ,all together, constitute the job. I-10 A job is defined as

indiVidual set of human activities to be performed by one

person =in a particular plant. sill

The Bureau of Naval Personnel defined a, task as a "group of

elements whiCh constitutes an integral step

in the performance of a duty. For example: test refrigeration

plant for leaks using torch type leak detector. "12

The Air Force defined a task as a "unit of work activity

which forms a- consistent and significant part of a duty. "13

A similar definition of a task was proposed by the Army. "A

'task' is one of the work operations that constitutes a logical

and necessary step in the performance of a duty."14

Smith discussed tasks as being a necessary part of the per-

formance of a duty. A duty is defined as: "one of the several

distinct major activities `comprising a job.. each job being made

PRobert M. Gagne ,and Edwin ,A.,,Fleishmanl, Efflighcmyol and Hu-
Lexifamogg (New York:, Henry Holt and Company, 1959), p. 343.

ill-rbid.

12Bureau of Naval Pertiionnel, Handbook 12x Naval Occupational
Analysis, NAVPERS 15803-A (Washington: Bureau of Naval Personnel,
Novena:serf 1961) p. 4

"Depnirtment of the Air Force, Occupational Analysis, AF Man-
ual 7057-2. (Waahington: irlep-tmerxt of the Air Force, 1961). p. 5.

14 Adjutant General s Office, ,htmay Manual. I,
SOB Report No. 1-60-OR. (Washington: Department of the Army, 1960)
p. 6
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up of one or more duties."15 A task is defined as:

"A group of activities that generally occur
close together and have a common purpose; it forms
a logical and necessary Dart of the performance of
a duty,

For example; the job of an auto mechanic is
composed of such duties as tuning up the motor,
grinding'the valves, and so forth. The duty of
tuning the motor includes such tasks as adjusting
the carburetor and removing, cleaning, adjusting,
or replacing spark plugs.

Task inventories are useful in two ways:
first...they assist in collecting data on the
performance of tasks in the field or on the job,
for use in deciding what to teach. Second by
analysis of tasks, the task inventories provide
a basis for specifying the knowledges and skills
required to perform a job. "16

After an examination of literature and a discussion about

the meaning of a Wthe
members of the cluster concept re-

se eam formulated the following definitions

A task describes the work performed by an
individual in an occupation and consists of ob-
servable human behavior involving more than one
areas of human requirement.

The areas of human requirement that may be involved in the

.performance` of work .by an individual in an occupation include:

Communications
vocabularly
symbols
drawings and blueprints
systems of communication
speech
-English



Measurement
time
temperature
weight
volume
length, width, and depth
meters (electrical and mechanical)
instruments
systems, of measurement

Skilhs
hand
mental
machine

Mathematics and Science

Infonation
technical
operational
occupational
economic
social
safety,
persona ). hygiene
personal standards
occupational and job standards
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Various sources indicated the importance of describing

behavior as, clearly

descriptions_ oftask

hu.man

and concise_. as possible in writing verbal

is. The Bureau of Naval Personnel stated that

"task.,; statements ae...specific descriptions orf work performed...

that is, they tell "what" and 'Why" (and if important also: "when",

"where", and "under what conditions' 017

Morsh, Madden and Christal stated that "generally a task is

described by a statement consisting of a verb which expresses the
,
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Modifiers and adverbs are used only when absolutely necessary

for clarity of meaning. X018

Mager, in his book on Preparing Obi ectlyes for Pro rammed

Instruction, proposed the following items to describe terminal

bdhavior that a learner will be doing:

a. Identify and name the over-all behavior act.

b. Define the important conditions under which
the behavior is to occur (givens and/or re-
strictions and limitations)

c, Define the criterion of acceptable performance.19

Lindvall in the following quotation, stated the importance of

defining desired outcomes or specific objectives in behavioral terms.

A first task of a team working on the development of a
specific unit is to define exactly what pupils are to
be expected to be able tc) do after they have mastered
the unit. The emphasis here is on stating these object-
ives in terms of definite pupil behaviors. They are not
to be stated in terms of what the teacher is going to do.
They tare not to describe learning activities. Each state-
ment is to describe something that the pupil will be able
to do after he has had the learning experience. Also
they are not to be stated in such terms as "to under-
stand...", "to master...", "to appreciate...", etc.
Rather they are to tell what a pupil will be able 12.,h
if he understands, master, or appreciates. That is,
they will be stated in terms of such pupil behaviors as
"to explain...", "to state...", "to solve..."I "to inter-
Pret...", "to compare...", "to list...", etc. ;do

18
Jo-se-ph E. Morsh, Joseph M. Madden, and. Raymond E. ChriAal,2212 Amissja tch2 United Skates Aix Force, Technical Report WADD-

TR-61113 (Lackland Air Force Base, Teicas: Perionnel Laboratory,
Wright Air Development Division, February, 1961), P. 3.

19Robert F. Mager, Preparing Ob ectives Sax Programmed Instruc-
(San Francisco, California: Fearon Pu s ers, Incorporated 1962),
p. 53.

20c. M. Lindvall, "A Report of the Regional Commission of Edu-
cational Coordination and the Learning Research and Development Cen-ter," aLtainct Educational Objectives (Pittsburgh: Pittsburgh Press,
1964) p. 13.
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After reviewing literature in the area of task statement pre-

paration, it was evident that a task should describe the work per-

formed by an individual in a clear, precise, non- ambigious manner.

To accomplish this objective, an attempt was made to write the

tasks in behavioral terms that: (1) had complete validity or the

same connotation, from one individual to another, and (.2) were con-

ducive to observation and evaluation of the task performance.

The format of the task statements is shown in Figure 10. Each

task statement began with a behavioral verb (A) which described

the action involved in performing a task. The statement also in-

cluded a noun (8) which described the object acted upon. Modifiers,

Such as adverbs and adjectives, were used in identifying the ob-

ject acted upon. The result of the action (C) was stated Which

described the results of (A) and (B). Modifiers were used to clari-

fy the results of the action and to specify the accuracy or limits

that were required in the performance of the task. Whenever pos-

sible the task statement specified the, accuracy that was required

in the performance of the task.

E. Identification of Job Entry Tasks

A list of tasks, stated in behavioral terms, was prepared for

each occupation in the three clusters. Task identification inven-

tories were developed from these lists and submitted to a panel of

Occupational representatives at a cOnference held on April 27, 1966,

at The University of Maryland. These representatives were selected

rom the areas of management and labor and included individuals who

were supervisors, business owners, and union officials. The inven-
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tort' data was classified into three categories.

Level. A

The task ie not needed for the occupation and
mould not be included for further analysis.

Level 1

The task is needed for entry into the occupa
tion and,mill be included for further analysis.

Level 2

The task is not needed for entry into the occu-
pation but will be needed soon after entry and
mill be included for further analysis.

The identified job entry tasks for each occupation are included

in the course outline volumes.

Identification of Common Areas of. Human Requirement

After the job entry tasks were determined, the areas of hu-

man requirement (communication, measurement, mathematics, science,

skills, and information) were identified, that are required

the performance of each task. Each statement of human requirement

was prepared in behavioral terms. These statements were typed on

small pieces of card stock, mounted on large boards, and coded ac-

cording to the identified areas of human requirement,

The next step in the research was to identify the common

areas of human, requirement for each occupational cluster. A pro-

cedure, based on an approa.ch proposed by .Miller and Polleys21 was

developed to identify the >connon areas of human requirement for
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each occupational cluster. Each behavioral statement in an area

of human requirement for an Occupation was.compared with the be-

hamioral statements in similar areas of human requirement in the

other occupations within the cluster. For example, the behavioral

statement in the cowmunication area "reading blueprints to deter-

mine size of parts" WWI compared with the behavioral statements

in the communication area in other occupations within the' cluster.

A frequency tabulation was made to obtain the number of common be-

havioral statements for each area of human requirement that oc-

curred within the occupational cluster. The frequency of common-

alities was tabulated in the following areas:

1. Common to all occupations within the cluster.

Common to several but not all the occupations
within the cluster

The results oil this analysis, for each occupational cluster,

are included in the course outline volumes.

The areas of human requirement that are common to the occupa-

tions included in each cluster have been identified in the task

analysis sections of the course outline volumes with the follow-

ing symbols:

A Common to all occupations within the cluster.

* Common to several but not all the occupations
within the cluster.

0 Common within one occupation

The completed task analyses and the identification of common

areas of human requirement for each occupational cluster provided

the basis for course outlines in the occupational clusters of:

construction, metal forming and fabrication, and electro-mechani-,

1 Ed MI 111



cal installation and repair.

The results of the .research will provide the content for

the establishment of a pilot cluster concept program in voca-

tional education at the secondary school level..

A. request for a second year grant has been made for the pur-

pose of preparing teachers for pilot cluster concept programs in

several local secondary school systems. It is proposed that a

third year grant will be made to implement the pilot programs in

order to obtain some indication of the value of a cluster concept

program in vocational education.

G. Summary

A review and analysis of the literature dealing with the iden-

tification of commonalities indicated that the use of mathe-

'techniques, such as factor analysis, were suitable for

the identification of commonalities among a group of selected oc-

cupations. A decision was made, however, to investigate other

tedhniques of identifying commonalities since the goal of the pro-

ject was to develop suggested course outlines identifying common-

alities in a cluster of occupations rather than explaining the

commonalities in terms of a minimum number of hypothetical factors.

A research bulletin entitled The Development of Trainina Ob-

jakcjima was found applicable -to the problem of analyzing the

identified occupations in the clusters. A modified procedure,

deterMine the areas of
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' , 4)4.-

The initial step involved the development of task identifi-

cation inventories which were submitted to representatives from

management and labor in order to identify tasks that were required

for job entry. The: identified tasks were classified into three

categories:

Level 0

The task is not needed for the occupation and
would'not be included for further analysis.

Level

The task is needed for entry into the occupa-
tion and will be included for further az.alysis.

Level 2

The task is not needed, for entry into the occu-
pation but will be needed soon after entry andwill be included for further analysis.

After the job entry tasks were determined, the areas of hu-

man requirement (skills, mathematics, measurement, science, com-

mUnication, and information) were identified that were needed for

the performance of each task. Each area of human requirement

statement and each task statement was written in behavioral terms

using an action verb to describe the behavior, a noun to describe

the object of the behavior, and an adverbial or adjective phrase

to describe the results of the behavior.

allalySiS W4S then made to identify, the common) areas of

huinan requirement for each occupational cluster. Each behavioral

statement in an area of human requirement was compared with be-

havioral statements in 'similar areas, of human requirement in other

occupations within the cluster.- A frequency tabulation was made

to obtain the -number of convnon behavioral statements for each area

.
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of human requirement that occurred- within the ;occupational clus-

ter.

0 coMplited ::task analyses and the idfntified common area

of human requirement provided the basis for the course outlines

in the Occupational clusters of: construction, metal forming and

fabrication, and electro-mechanical installation and repair.

TWpourgle..outlinetthatlarew out Of the.study are included

...inthee separate volumeo of this reporL There is one for each

of 1°14A:wing:, COnstructionclusterelectro-meChanical in.

stallation-and-repair- cluster, and metal forming and fabrication

cl,uste Each 'cluster area course outline is divided into a

first and second level program. These separate volumes also in-.

elude the following sections: job entry tasks, task analysis, an

instructional sequence example, and the common areas of human re-

4uiiementi,
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PROBLEM
There is a grasing need in today's technical society for high
school graduates: o have training, skills, and u,ndentanding com-

mon to a number of related .oecupations. Students trained in specific skills are often
limited in, their choice of occupations and inay lack the necessary qinlifications for
mobility in a chaiging technoloica1 environment:.

PROPOSAL 'In order to provide an individual with greater occupational mo-
..

bility, the cluster mot has been proposed as a program in voca.
tional education at the secondary school level.

THE CLUSTER CONCEPT: ,

is aimed at the develOpment of potential empioyeet having
common skills and understandings related to a family of occupations.

differs from the conventional Vocational programs in terms of
scope and depth. The usual vocational program is 'designed to prepare
the individual for a specific job such as a patternmaker, auto mechanic,
carpenter, or plumber. In the cluster concept, skills and, understandings
would be common to a number of .occupations in a field. However, it
Would not be an in-depth.developthent into any one job.. This type of
program would prepare the person-to enter. into a family of occupations
rather than a specific occupation.

might ineludethe follOwint examples of occupational. groups
or families:

Medical and Ha ith

Home Facilities

Construction
4.

Machining

Electricity and Electronics

mmunications



APPROACH
The initial pan of the study will address itself to the appropriate-
ness of the cluster cocept and will include:

Acceptability of the product [the student] by industry or employing
groups. This will be obtained by personal interview.

Acceptability, of such a program with school administrators.

The second pan of the study will identify tht cluster areas and the specific
occupations in each area that would be appropriate for a cluster concept vocational
program"

A series of cluster course outlines including resource and reference materials
will be developed for specific clusier areas.

PROPOSED
OUTCOMES

The clusteranew program would prepare the student for:

MOBILITY
within an occupational cluster

ori a geographical basis.

within kidustry or plant

A BROAD BASE OF TRAINING
permitting a wider range of job entry
opportunities

FLEXIBILITY

in occupational choice pattern

OPPORTUNITY TO GAIN
skill and understanding for job entry

background for self appraisal of interests
and potentialities

REASED EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNM
tor in



PROJECT TEAM

Principal Investigator

Dr. Donald Maley
Professor and Read
Industrial Education Department
University of Maryland
College Park, Maryland

Project Coordinator

Mr. Nevin Frantz

eseare4 Assistants
r: Andrew Baron

Mr. Morris Lay
Mr. David Mills
Mr. kenvyn Richards.

Graduate A.ssistant

Mr. Richard Spahr



APPENDIX B

LETTER. AND ADDRESSES OF INTERVIEW CONTACTS



UNIVERSITY, OF MARYLAND
comas PARK

savarmart or INMOWSIAl asuermos
COLUMNS OP IDUCATICIN

Dear

83

Under the direction of Dr. Donald Maley, a research pro-ject in the Industrial Education Department of the Universityof Maryland has been approved by the U.S. Commissioner ofEducation under the title of "An Investigation and Developmentof the gCluster, Concept as a Program in Vocational Educationat the Secondary School Level."

Enclosed you will find a copy of the brochure whichexplains briefly the "cluster" concept research program andits intended purposes and goals. It is our hope that youmight aid us in this project by participating in an interviewwith one of the members of the research team. We would alsoappreciate talking with other individuals who might have someinterest or information pertainent to the project. Becauseof the importance of this project to industry as well aseducation, we would be interested in ,ascertaining your viewsconcerning the need and acceptability for ,such a program atthe secondary school level as well as the employability ofindividuals who may, pursue the proposed program. Your view-point will'be of great importance in evaluating the feasibilityof .the "cluster" concept.

To retain accurate and reliable information, we wouldlike to tape record your opinions on this project,- All infor-mation will be held in strict confidence and will not be re-produced by any medium. 'If you are willing to participate inthis project by allowing' us to interview you, please eleckthe enclosed card.

Thank you for your courtesy.

NF/bw
Enclosures 2

Sincerely yours,

Nevin. R. Frantz
Project Coordinator
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Personnel Manager
& G Tdol & Die Co.,Inc.

1407 Rome Rd.
Baltimore, Md. 21227

Aiken, J.Donn, Director
State Employment 'Service
1100 N. Eutaw St.
Baltimore, Md.

Batemen, Cc-tes F.
The Wayne P -4). Co.
Saliidbury, Md.

Personnel Manager
Blumenthal-Kahn Electric Co.
Owings Mills, Md. 21117

BrisQoe, Arthur,Director
St. Mary's County Economic

Development Committee
Compton, Md.

Carlson, Richard D.
Supervisor of Industrial Arts
P.O. Box 951, Green Street
Annapolis, Md. 21404

Carpenter*, Bernard
Training Director
Steamfitters Joint

Training Sdhool
1446 ari.evenson St.
Baltimore, 21230

Personnel Manager
Danzer Metal Works Co.
101 W. Lee St,
Hagerstown, Md

Perbonnel Manager
Defense Electronics,Inc.
Rockville, Md.

Degen, Joseph F.,President
Price Electric Corp.
E. Church St.
Frederick, Md.

Dietrickl.John A.
Training Aids Specialist
Aircraft Armamenta,
Cockeysville, Md. 21030

Della, Charles A.,President
,AFL-CIO Labor Council
305 W. Mlnument St.
Baltimore, Md.

Ensminger, Frank E.,Supervisor
Vocational Industrial Education
Baltimore Public Schools
3 E. 25th St.
Baltimore, Md. 21218

Ellis, P.C., President
Baltimore Building & Con-

struction Trades Council
317 N. Paco
Baltimore, Md.

Training Director.
Fairchld-Hiller Corp.
Hagerstown, rut

pe s se nh a i ne r Samual
Supervisor
Industalaa & Vocational Ed.
Prince Georges County
Upper Marlboro, Md. 20870

Gregory, John M.
Training Director
Mack Trucks, Inc.
1999 Pennsylvania Ave.
Hagerstown, Md.

Service Manager
IBM Service Department
3833 N. Fairfax Drive
Arlington, Va.

Johns, Warren, President
Carpenter's Local Union *101
715 N. Eutaw St.
Baltimore, Md.

Justice, R.E., Ass' t. Director
Ka;tional Institute of Labor
1755 Massachusetts Ave.
Waghington,D.C. 20036.

Personnel Manager
Kaiser Aluminum and Chemical Corp.
2000 Halethorpe Ave.
Halethorpe, Md. 21227



Personnel Manager
Leary Manufacturing Co.
4010 N. Point Blvd,
Baltimore, Md, 21222

Personnel Manager
Litton Systems, Inc.
5009 Calvert. Rd.
College Park, Md. 20740

Masten, J.C.,Training Coord.
Customer Relations DePt.
Baltimore Gas & Electric Co.
729 Graves St.
Baltimore, Md. 21202.

Service Manager
Macke Vending Co.
1111 First Sit.,N.E.
Washington 2, D.C.

Personnel Manager
Massey-Ferguson, Inc.
York and Timonium Rds.
Timonium, Md. 21093

Morgan, J.W.,District Manager
Potomac Edison Co.
26 W. Patrick St.
Frederick, Md.

Personnel Manager
Thomas W. Moylan,Co.,Inc.
10524 Detrick Ave,
Kensington, Md.

Personnel Manager
MSI Corporation
11308 Grandview Ave.
Wheaton, Md.

Oass, Leonard T.,Supervisor
Industrial & Technical Ed.
Montgomery County
850 N. Washington St.
Rockville, Md. 20850

Ostreicher, D.M., 'Director
Industrial Relations
Eastern Technical Center
Bunker Ramo Corp.
2121 Industrial Parkway
Silver = Spring, Md. 20904
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Training Director
Pangborn Corp.
Pangborn Blvd.
Hagerstown, Md.

Personnel. ,Manager
Ramar Manufacturing Co.,Inc.
1412 Shoemaker Rd.
Baltimore, Md. 21209

Roth, A.C., Jr., Supervisor
Vocational Technftcal Education
Washington County Board of Ed.
P.O. Box 730
Hagerstown, Md.

Russell, Clayton
Business Representative
Sheet Metal Workers Union
Local #1222, AFL-CIO
4705 Erdman Ave.
Baltimore, Md.

Saraone, Joseph
Financial Secretary
Bricklayers & Masons Union
Local #1, AFL-GIO
470 Harford Rd.
Baltimore, Md,

Service Manager
Sears Roebuck and Co.
2800 V St., N.E.
Washington, D.C.

Skopp, Walter
Business Manager
International Brotherhood of

Electrical Workers
Local #24, AFL-CIO-CLC
215 N. Eutaw
Baltimore, Md.

Personnel Manager
Thau Manufacturing Co.
7900 Belair Rd.
Baltimore, Md. 21206

Thomas, C.M., Jr., Chief
Training Division
U.S. Cbast Guard Yard
Curtis Bay, 14d. 21226
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Personnel Manager
Charles B. Towel.
7100 MilfOrd
Baltimore, Md.

Personnel:Manager
V.ctor Ti7o440*,s Co
901' Rife WO;
Hagerstcrig, Md.

Personnel Manager
Ate rIn Electric co.

`Gitiate-t Eli)* ii a Industrial Park
Cockeyavi'l 21010

W#ttp , ,*'.'agenert ,President
Xntegriat.l.Obal Union

Raid' 9 and ,Mach
ITE-AFC-ICIO`
Local 40130
1337 Linden Mei,'
Arbutus, Md., 21.227

Wood, B.F. uperyisor.
Vocational .:Educat icin:
Frederick- County.
115 E.., church St.
Fredetick, Md. '21701

.c Lottis'P Supervisor
tdiOatibn and

`: tirectOr of 'Ourciiii84;ng
CeCil Coupty
308 CoUkthoOse
ElktOn, Md. 21921
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APPENDIX C

FORMAT FOR RECORDING DATA RECEIVED FROM N'J ERVIEWS



DATE

onoANIzkrioN

ADDRESS

PERSONS INTERVIEWED
a. Name
b. Title

PRODUCTS MANUFACTURED

NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES

OCCUPATIONS EMPLOYED

FORM FOR INDUSTRY

INTERVIEWED BY

METHODS: OF SELECTING AND REQUIREMENTS OF EMPLOYEESa Tests
b. Subjects end/or Requirements
c.... 'Unique---..Requirements

(1) Physical Condition
42) Attitude.
(4- Other

REACTXON TO THE CLUSTER CONCEPT PROGRAM

INOoRMATION. AVAILABLE
-Job Descriptions

b. :'-ForoMen'-and'.. Supervisors'
.:c Future visit?.

OTHER ,,comiENTs

88



VOCATIONAL PROGRAMS OFFERED

students (non-academic)
b teachers (vocational and/or Industrial\ Arts)

REACTION TO THE CLUSTER CONCEPT PROGRAM

PILOT PROGRAM POSSIBILITY

INFORMATION RECEIVED DURING THE INTERVIEW

OTHER AVAILABLE INFORMATION

OTHER CONt4ENTS
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PERSONS INTERVIEWED
a. Name
b. Title

NUMBER OF MEMBERS

\OCCUPATIONS UNDER JURISDICTION

METHODS OF SELECTING AND REQUIREMENTS OF MEMBERS
a. Tests

,,supjeats and/or Recluirenlents
c. Unique Requirements

(1) Physical Condition"
(2) Attitude
(3) Aptitude.

REACTION TO CLUSTI1R CONCEPT PROGRAM

INFORMATION RECEIVED DURING INTERVIEW

OTFIER INFORMATION AVAILABLE
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CLUSTER CONCEPT ;PROJECT

TASK IDENTIFICATION INVENTORY

************************************************************************

I. Information:

1. Name:.

2. Position

3. Organization

4. Address

5. Number of years with present organization

6. Number of years worked in occupation

*******************************4:****************************************

mommairommtcommwonimerm

II. Dirmtionq: On the following pages are listed a number of possible
job-entry tasks associated with an occupation. Please review the
list and add any tasks that you feel should be included. After you
have reviewed the tasks and made any necessary additions, please
review the list again and answer Question A listed on the question
Sheet. You will find a space in back. of each task for placing the
number which best answers Question A. When you 'have finished ans-
wering Question A for. all the tasks go to Question B and finally
answer Question C for each task. If you have any questions at any
time, please feel free to call upon the research assistants working
with you.

************************************************************************

Laying out sheet metal for cutting, bending,
and joining straight line devel0Pments.

Laying out Sheet metal for cutting1 bending,
and joining cy1i4derical Shapes.

111

0 0
0 0
n-1

4j
1)
a) 4)

0 0

**********************Ift*************************************************
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Question A:

guttvoil cid=

How soon after an employee has been hired- is he
required to perform the task?

) Within the first week.

(2) Later than the first week, but within
:he first month.

(3) Later than the first month, but within
the first three months.

(4) Later than the first three months.

.(5) Never required to perform the task.

Question B: How important is the task in accomplishing your
organization's purpose?

(1) Of great importance.

(2) Above average importance.

About average importance.

'(4) Below average imPortance.

Of little importance.

Question How difficult is it for your organization to
conduct on-the-job training fore this task?

(1) No difficulty at all
(2) A few difficulties that can be overcome

with ease.

SeVeral difficulties that can be overcome
with some of

Mai* difficulties-that can only be
come. great effOrt,;



MASON'S TASKS

Erecting batter boards at cor-
ners of excavation for a building

Setting up as work area in order
to expedite the mixing of concrete
on the job

Cleaning and oiling concrete forms
prior to and after use on a buil-
ding.

Constructing a box for measuring
materials used in mixing cement

Constructing a form for patio
blocks.

Constructing a form for sidewalk
block

1011111.0111111111

Setting a section of sidewalk
form to receive concrete at a
builtiing site

Shoring sidewalls of earthen
ditCbes to, prevent cave-ins durtng
excavation Y.

100

9 0 00
m at

m m mrt rt rt
Pe- la. -00 0 0
0 0 0

Installing footet forms to re-
ceive concrete for a fouPdation

Setting *pier, footer,torm t
11

;1,
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Installing,,rods and spreaders,
to space form sections before
pouring

Wiring and bolting forms to pre-
vent spreading during pouring

Mir

Bracing sidewalls of forms to
prevent spreading during pouring

Preparing a batch of -
lime mortar
cement
cement-lime mortar
patented mortar
plaster

i=by hand and by machine at
the construction site

Pouring concrete for a section
of a sidewalk

Pouring a section of footing
containing reinforcing roo
for a hou.se

Pouring small reinforced, con-
crete slab suitable for a porch
deck on 'a house

Installing anchor bolts in mason-
ry walls while pouring for a house

MINSIMNIONION111101MIOUNNOMI

Embedding bolts in concrete to
provide \a place for securing
future construction

!nFamumeaMIN;0,11PINOaillumll.l.r.

Finishing aH sma.1,1 concrete slab
to provide utility and pleasing

aratice
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,Protecting a concrete slab follow-
ing finishing operations to pro-
vide for proper curing

IIIIMIN1.1.1.111101,n7=0.1111ammorrommmoiromoirmivim....

Erecting scaffold for use by a
mason at the building site

Preparing brick for use by the
mason on a house

Cutting a flue tile to length for
a chimney in a bouse

Laying cement block for a wall
in stretcher courses for a
building

Pointing up a section of a brick
wall to provide a finished
appearance on a house

Cleaning out mortar joints for
tuck-pointing on a masonry wall

Removing efflorescence from
brie t or stone facing to improve
appearance of the masonry

Applying colorless coating to
waterproof masonry surfaces
above grade on a building

lApplying asphalt coating to
watlerpro9f foundation walls
below giade on a building

' I --.-- I _ ' +.1,131,./..Sks"



APPENDIX F

\pairxNxrcoNs OF BEHAVIORAL VERBS

The following pages include a list of verbs
used ib describing the behavior required for all
of ;'the occupations included in the three occupa-
tionil,vlusters

.11



Adhering
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parts together-with the use of adhesives.

listing to bring to a satisfactory condition.

Aligning - to adjuet, form or bring to a line.

Alloying - to supply in a fixed regular quantity.

Applying - to put into use specific information and objects that
will"be required to complete a task.

Arranging to put into proPer order, to adopt.

Assisting - to lend aid or help, to give support to.
t.

,

Assembling - to fit together the parts of by one or more fasten-
ing methods.

Attadhing to bind, to fasten; to connect or to adhere.

Backfilling - to refill as in replacing excavated earth.

Bending to ,turri or force from straight or even to curved or angu-
lar.

Beveling - to cut or 'shape' to an incline or slant.

Blocking off - to close off in order to prevent passage.

Blowing - to remove foreign particles from an object through the-.
use of compressed air.

Bolting - to fasten or secure with a bolt or bolts.

Boring - to machine a recessed hole enlarging that hole to speci-
fic dimensions.

Bracing to fasten tightly, to draw tight or into a state of ten-
sion; to support so , as to ,give firmness..

I f

Charging

Brazing to an adhesion connection with a minimum of alloy
which melts above 800 degrees F. and which flows by capil-
lary betWeen close-fitting parts.

Calculating - to determine by mathematical

to lay or put a load on or in

CheCking to insure correctness.

i

lamping - compress, to fasten.

eanin to make free fro foreiqn matter.

processes, figure out.

_ _ '7. 0, .1.0=Ifile..0.!
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Comparing to examine the< character or qualities of; especially
to discover resemblances or differences.

Computing - to make calculations by mathematical means.

Connecting to join, fasten, connect, unite or link together.

Constructing - to put together the parts of; to build.

Converting to turn around, transform to change from one form
or function to another,

krt,

Counterboring - to enlarge a hole to a given depth and diameter.

Countersinking - to chamfer a hole to receive

Covering

a flat-head screw.

to afford protection against or compensation for.

Cutting -,to divide into parts with an edged tool.

Dentonstra.ting to show clearly, to prove or make clear by rea-
soning or evidence.

Describing - to represent or give an account of in words.

Determining to fix conclusively, to settle or
of alternatives or possibilities.

Diagnosing - to identify the cause or nature of
its signs or symptoms.

decide by choice

a condition, from

Digging: to turn ua, looSen,. or remove earth.

Disassembling to break doWn,- take apart...,

!;,,,,.:.to;,...relieyeb.-of a charge, -100d or burden4 or
give vent to...

Disconrectng to sever the between.

Drawing - to Create likeness or a picture in outline
municate an idea.

_to corn-

Dressing to make or set straight, to put in order for use or
service.,

Drilling to cut round holes by u e,of a cutting tool sharpened
on its point

Driving to 4.mpart alforward motion to by physical force.

ging - to smooth and round as in finishing the edge of a
slab while plastic..

concrete
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to set! aside' ,as. unimportant.

- to lay in surrounding matter

Evacuating

Exercising

Explaining

Fastening

Figuring

Filing

Filling

inishing

Flaring

Flashing

to raise, to build.

- to make empty, to discharge through passages.

to bring to bear, to use repeatedly in order to
strengthen or develop, to exert influence.

to make plain or understandable to give the reason
for or cause of.

to to make fast and secure.

to calculate the value of something.

o remove excess metal with the use of a file.

to raise the level of with fill.

to bring to an end according to, specifications.

to open or spread outward.

to protect against rain, as the valley, hip, or edge
of roof, by sheet metal or a substitute, laid under
or over the roofing or as in the case of doors and
windows prevent water from getting underneath the
siding.

Flame cuttin

Following

Forming

Framin

Glazing

Grinding

,

to

a process of severing ferrous metal by means of
the chemical action of oxygen on the metal at high
temperatures using 'a torch for controlling the gas-
es used,for preheating and the oxygen for sever-
ing the metal.

to watch steadily.

shape metal to a desired form.

o construct as a founding, by fitting and uniting the
parts of a skeleton.

to-,,furniggl, Or fitr. (a windown, a,:sash. etc.). with glass,
to include insallationof glazing compound.

to remove excess material, by pressing it
tating grinding *eel,

against a ro-

0 make (proper e?.ectri9a1 connection necessary
rounding a circuit.

11
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Hammering - to strike repeated blows as, with a hammer.

Handling to touch, hold or otherwise affect with the hand.

Hanging to put into as much as can be held or conveniently con-
tained.

Holding - to maintain a grasp on.

Identifying - to establish the identity of.

Inserting to put or thrust in.

Inspecting - to 'view closely in critical inspection.

Installing to set up or .establish, for use.

Insulating to' separate from conducting bodies by means of non-
conductors, as to prevent transfer of electricity,
heat or sound.

Isolating - to set apart from others.

Interpreting - to explain the 'meaning of.

Joining - to connect Physically into a unit.

Keeping to preserve for future provision.

Knurling the operation that presses grooved, hardened steel
wheels (knurls) into the surface of cylindrical work
rotating in the lathe, to produce rows of uniformly
spaced serrations which provide a better grip, or
for decorative purposes.

Lapping to place over or next to so as to partially or wholly
cover.

Laying - to put down or to put in place, apply.

Laying out - to prepare material for subsequent work operations.

Leveling - to make (a line or surface) horizontal, to make flat
or level.

Idghting torch - to ignite the gas mixture at the nozzel of the
torch by a spark lighter.

Listening - to pay attention to sound.

Locating - to place within required limits..

Lubricating - to apply a sUbstance capable of reducing friction,
heat and wear.
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Machining
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to turn, shape, plane, mill, drill or otherwise re-
duce or finish by machine operated tools.

Marking - to determine the boundaries of, to designate as by a
mark,,

Mating to match or couple.

Measuring - to ascertain the capacity or quantity as prescribed
by established standard.

Milling - to remove metal with a rotating cutter
chine.

Mixing - to combine or blend into one mass.

Mounting to attach in place.

Nailing to fasten with

Necking

Observing

a nail.

on a milling ma-

to machine a groove on a lathe around a cylindrical
shaft.

to inspect or take note of.

Offsetting - to place over against, balance,

Oiling - to apply oil to prevent adhesion.

Opening

to compensate for.

to make available for entry or passage by turning back,
removing, or clearing away.

Operating - to put into action.

Parting

Placing

Plugging

Plumbing

Pointing

to cut pieces on a lathe with a parting tool.

to put into a Terticular spot, to assign to a position.

- to make tight, or secure by inserting a plug.

- to adjust or test by a plumb line; to cause to be per-
pendicular.

up - to finish a waU by filling the joint with cement,
mortar, or other material after the wallis built.

Positioning -. to put in proper position.

Pouring - to cause or allow to flow in a

Practicing -
J ,

Preheating

stream.

to actually perform or apply knowledge.

to 'heat-beforehand.
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Preparing to fit, adapts or qualify befirehand for a particu
lar purpose, end, or condition; to make ready; to
put into a state for use or application.

Preserving - to keep safe from injury, harm, or destruction.

Preventing - to be in readiness for, to keep from happening.

Protecting

Providing

Puddling -

Punching

Putting -

Raising

Reading

Reaming -

Re

to guard or Shield from injury.

to take precautionary measures, to supply what is
needed for substenance or support.

to compact
air bubble

to emboss,

or condense as with concrete to eliminate
s.

cut, perforate, to strike or press I sharply.

to plaog in a specified position or relationdhip.

to set upright by lifting or building.

to perceive the meaning of symbols.

to finish, a drilled hole to exact size with a reamer.

assembling - to fit together parts which have been together
before.

Receiving - to take
4%

or come into possession of.

Recognizing to perceive Something previously known.

Regulating - to fix or adjust the time, amount, degree, or rate
of.

Resealing to secure with a closure against access or leakage in an
area that had previously been sealed.

Removing to Change the location of.

Repairing - to restore to a sound state after decay, injury, de-
lapidation or partial destruction. To renew, revive
or rebuild.

Replacing - to restore an operating unit for a defective

Resurfacing - to provide with a new or fresh surface.

Restarting - to start anew, to resume Operation.

Re testin%- a procedure used to identify a condition to evaluate
the operation of

unit.

r\,

V!'



Rewiring to wire anew.

Riveting - to fasten or secuie with a rivet.
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nning a bead - the process in welding of depositing or fusing
metals along edges to be joined.'

Sanding to smooth by rubbing with an abrasive.

Saving - to preserve or guard from in destruction.

Scraping to remove (excrescent matter) from a surface by usually
repeated strokes of an edged instrument.

Scribing to mark a line, on by scratching with a pointed instru-
ment.

Sealing = to secure with a closure against access or leakage.

Securing - to make fast.

Selecting to choose from a group.

Servicing - to perform maintenance, supply, and repair work.

Setting - to put in desired position, adjustment or condition.

Setting up to institute, establish and found, to put in opera-
tion, to organize.

Shutting off - to interrupt or stop.

Shoring - to support by Shores or shore; to prop; to slope; shelve.

soldering to fasten metals to4ether by adhering another metal
to the two pieces of metal.

Softening - to make soft or softer.

Splicing - to unite by twisting together.

Spot facing to madhine a circular spot on the surface of a part
to furnidh a flat bearing surface for the head of ,a
bolt or nut.

Spraying - to disperse or apply a spray.

Squaring - to make square or rectangular, to test for deviation
from a right angle.

Staggering to arrange in alternations or overlappings of posi-
tion



Stamping - to impress with some Hark or design.

Stirring to mix liquids with a paddle,

Stopping to bring to a halt, to cease.

Storing - to lay away, to leave or deposit in a place for preser-
vation or disposal.

Straightening - to make or become straight.

ftriking an arc - to cause an electric arc to fire from the elec.
trode to, the metal work piece.

Tacking - small weld used to temporarily hold together components
of an, assembly-

Tamping to drive in, or down by a succession of light or medium
blows.

Tapping - to produce internal threads with a tap.

Testing to identify a condition, to evaluate the operation of.

Threading. - to form a screw thread on or in.

Throwing - to propel through the air in some manner, as with a
trowel in applying mortar to a concrete block.

Tightening to hold, bind, or fix securely or firmly.

Tinning - to apply a coating of solder to the metals to be soldered,
or to the soldering copper.

Tracing - to copy by following a pattern.

Troweling o to smooth, mix, or apply with a trowel.

Truing - to make level, square or concentric.

Turning - to cause to move around an axis or center.

Twisting - to cause to move with a turning motion.

Tying - to fasten, attach or close by means of a tie, to form a
knot.

Unrolling to unwind a roll, open out.

Unsoldering - to remove solder from a soldered joint with the use
of beat.

Utilizing - to make use of.



Ventilating to expose to air and especially to a current of
fresh air for 1:«urifying, curing, or refreshing.

Washing_ to cleanse by action of a liquid.

o bear or have upon the person, the 'act of wearing.

to fasten ,metals together by means of interfusing the
Metals.

Witing w to furnish, bind, attach, string, set up, mount, etc.
with wire.

Writing to draw or form by scaring or incising a surface.

Yarning to place' and pack: a filler such az oakum in a pipe joint.


